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OVERVIEW 
The National Survey of Counseling Center Directors has been conducted 
since 1981 and includes data provided by the administrative heads of 
college and university counseling centers in the United States and Canada. 
It began as a project of the Urban Task Force of the Association of 
University College Counseling Center Directors, and is now a joint endeavor 
of AAUCD and the International Association of Counseling Services. 
The survey attempts to stay abreast of current trends in counseling centers 
and to provide counseling center directors with ready access to the opinions 
and solutions of colleagues to problems and challenges in the field. The 
areas addressed cover a range of concerns including budget trends, current 
concerns, innovative programming, and a number of other administrative, 
ethical, and clinical issues. 
Responses to certain items are coded, allowing opportunity for directors to 
contact colleges for further information on programs or initiatives that they 
have undertaken. A directory of all participants is provided to assist with 
these networking opportunities. 
The 1998 survey includes data provided by directors from 325 counseling 




• In 1997-1998, 15.8% of centers charged a fee for personal counseling to students (up 4% since 
1997), 4.4% collected third party payments, and 42.2% were fully or partially supported by a 
mandatory fee. (Item 1, 2, & 3) 
• 23.6% of centers took innovative action to earn income this year (up 4% over last year). (Item 4) 
• The salary budgets of 55% of centers increased 1-3% and those of 21.7% of centers increased 4% or 
more. 29.6% of centers reported an increase in their other costs budget, which is up 11.3% since 
1997. (Item 5) 
• Six directors reported that their center has been outsourced or privatized -- this number has doubled 
since 1997. (Item 6) 
• 43% of centers gained new staff positions (up 12.8% since 1996) and 14.7% lost staff positions 
without a replacement (down 26.6% since 1996). (Items 7 & 8) 
• 20.4% of centers had records subpoenaed in the past year. In 80% of these cases, it was necessary 
for the center to comply with the subpoena. (Items 9 & 1 0) 
• 6 centers had suits against them in the past year. Examples are provided. (Item 14) 
• 40.3% of centers have faced legal or ethical dilemmas in the past year (up 12.6% since 1997). 
Examples are provided in Appendix A. (Item 15) · 
• 27.2% of directors reported utilizing TOM at their center (up 11.7% since 1993). 34.8% of these 
directors have found this to be an effective managerial approach. (Item 19) 
• 46.7% of directors reported feeling that their administrative duties are very demanding and have to 
take work home with them. (Item 21) 
• Directors from larger centers carry smaller case loads but directors from small centers are somewhat 
more inclined to find thoughts about administrative tasks intruding on their therapy sessions. (Items 
22 & 23) 
• Directors reported the following benefits of their job: variety of work {90.1 %), professional autonomy 
(80.4%), supportive staff (73.3%}, personal growth (63.0%), and the opportunity to mentor (60.2%). 
~m~ . 
• Directors indicated that the following are sources of moderate to high stress on their job: time 
pressures (91.9%), work load (88.2%), and staff conflicts (65.7%). (Item 25) 
• 29.3% of directors practice meditation. 41.5% of center staff meditate. (Item 26) 
• In the past 5 years, 62.4% of directors have had their administrative duties increased. Of these, 
25.2% have assumed responsibility for other administrative units outside the counseling center, and 
19.7% have had other administrative units placed under the center. (Item 27) 
• Directors most commonly identify themselves as: Counseling Psychologists (47.5%), Clinical 
Psychologists (25.6%), and Professional Counselors (14.7%). (Item 28) 
• Total salaries for new staff are presented according to gender and minority status in Item 29. The 
breakdown of salary data for new staff by institutional size is available in Appendix B. 
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• Average salary information for different professionals including breakdowns for length of 
employment is provided in Item 30. Average salary information is provided according to school size 
in Appendix c. 
• The type of paid benefits available for different staff, including professional development money is 
provided. (Item 31) 
• The number of centers that hire part time counselors who receive salary but no other benefits is 
40.1% (up 4.3% since 1996). (Item 32) 
• Part time counselors provide: individual counseling (95.3%), group counseling (59.3%), outreach 
programming (48.7%), and workshops (48.0%). 92.2% of directors find these counselors to be 
moderately to extremely helpful for reducing caseload. (Items 33 & 34) 
• 55.0% of centers utilize an institution-wide format for staff evaluations and 32.5% utilize an 
evaluation format specifically designed for the center (up 1 0.5%) since 1993). The methods by 
which these evaluations are used is available. (Items 37 & 38) 
• Centers that evaluate staff base their evaluative criteria on: job descriptions (61.7%) annual goal 
setting; (46.9%), or a combination (56.2%), and only 17.9% of centers use client outcome data as 
part of the evaluative process. (Item 39) · 
• 73% of centers store client information on computers (up 39% since 1993). Data is provided on what 
information is stored, how it is protected, and who has access. (Items 41-45) 
• Centers are now using e-mail/internet for the following: psychoeducation (48.7%), personal client 
contact (35.4%}, career information (26.2%), databases (7.7%), and chat rooms around specific 
themes for students (4.6%). (Item 46) 
• For information on how directors feel about the use of e-mail with clients in different situations, see 
Item 47. 
• 62 centers (19.3%) are part of a student health service (up 7.2% since 1993). Of these, 90% were 
1. once independent. 19 centers, however, used to be part of a student health service and are now 
independent. (Item 48) 
• 102 centers reported that they were administratively linked with a student health service (SHS). In 
35 (34.3%) of these, the counseling center (CC) director reports to the SHS director, in 32 (31 %), the 
CC director is responsible for both the center and SHS. (Item 50) 
• 20.5% of centers have at some time had a merger of the mental health components of the student 
health service (SHS) and the counseling center (CC). Where these mergers occurred, 55% were in 
the direction of the SHS and 45% were in the direction of the cc. 11% of centers reported that such 
mergers are being considered. (Items 51 & 52) 
• 49.8% of schools provide psychiatric services on campus. Centers report an average of 18 
psychiatric consultation hours per week with an average of 1.6 psychiatric consultation hours per 
week per 1 ,000 students. (Items 52, 54, 55) 
• 45.6% of centers require students receiving medication from an on-campus psychiatrist to be 
followed in the counseling center for psychotherapy (up 22.2% since 1991, up 7.8% since 1997). 
Students obtain psychiatric medication from the following on-campus providers: psychiatrist 
(72.8%), M.D. non-psychiatrist (62.1%), and Nurse Practitioners (25.1%). (Item 57) 
• The average ratio of mental health professionals to FTE students is 1 to 1517. This ratio varies by 
school size. (Item 58) 
• The average number of sessions per week that is considered a full case load for a counselor who 
does only counseling is 24.7. (Item 61) 
• Full time counselors spend an average of 60% of their time on Direct Service, 21% on Indirect 
Service, 13% on Administrative Service, and 5% on other activities. (Item 62) 
• Information on how centers typically handle "no-shows" is provided. Most centers (83.8%) will not 
maintain a holding appointment past 2 "no-shows". (Items 63-65) 
• 82.0% of all center staff are Caucasian, 9.1% are African American, 4.4% are Hispanic American, 
2.8% are Asian American, and 0.7% are Native American. The female to male ratio is 
approximately 2 to 1, and the percentage of "out" gay/lesbian/bisexual counselors is 9.5%. (Item 68) 
• Directors reported the greatest increase over the past 5 years in the following student problems: 
learning disabilities (76.6%), severe psychological problems (75.3%), problems related to earlier 
sexual abuse (48.4%), andalcohol related problems (44.7%). (Item 69) 
• 28.6% of centers generate a DSM-IV diagnosis on most clients (up 12.5% since 1993. · (Item 70) 
• 46.4% of centers saw obsessive pursuit cases this past year (277 cases in all). 20 persons were 
injured and 5 persons were killed. (Item 71) 
• 86.9% of centers had to hospitalize a student for psychological reasons in the past year. The 
average number of hospitalizations was 5.8. (Item 74) 
• 26.9% of schools had a student suicide last year. 11 :9% of centers had a client suicide, with 2 
centers reporting legal action against them. (Items 77 & 78) 
• 63.7% of centers notified a third party about a potentially suicidal student last year (up 15.5% from 
1996). Information about how centers handle potentially suicidal students is provided. 
(Items 80 & 81) 
• 14.6% of centers gave Tarasoff type warnings in the past year (down 4.4% since 1997). Information 
is provided for how centers handle clients who pose a danger to others and who was notified. 
(Items 82-85) 
• 41.0% of centers participated in Depression Screening Day, with an average of 37 persons screened, 
and 37% referred for treatment. (Items 86 & 87) 
• 26.6% of centers participated in Anxiety Screening Day, with an average of 29 persons screened, 
and 26% referred for treatment. (Items 89 & 90) 
• 33% of centers have seen one or more HIV positive clients within the past year. 7.2% of these 
directors felt that they had HIV students who posed a potential risk to a third party (down 8.7% since 
1997), and of these, none found it necessary to warn a third party. (Items 93 & 94) 
• For a list of recommended professional development video tapes, see Appendix D. 
• For a list of innovative programs, see Appendix E. 
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• Centers are currently using the following types of outcome assessment: general student evaluation 
forms (89.8%), post therapy assessment of goals (19.4%), and pre and post testing (14.5%). 
(Item 98) · 
• The typical rate of return for student evaluations of therapy is 45.9%. 73.8% of centers reported that 
their percentage of positive ratings is above 90%. (Item 1 00) 
• 42.3% of centers accept mand~ted referrals forassessment and counseling, 43.9% accept referrals 
for assessment only, and 13.8% do not accept mandated referrals. 25.6% of directors have noticed 
an increase in the number of mandated referrals. (Item 1 03) 
• The most common types of mandated referrals seen by centers are: disruptive behavior (75.0%), 
drug and alcohol violations (74.6%), and expression of suicidal ideation (47.8%). Information on 
policies regarding mandatory counseling is provided. (Items 104 7 1 05) 
• Regarding mandatory referrals, 75.7% of centers will provide confirmation of the initial visit to the 
mandator. 36.0% will confirm that the student has complied with the recommendation for 
counseling. 15.4% will provide a statement of progress, and 8.1% will provide no information at all. 
(Item 106) 
• Of the directors who have received the results of this survey in the past, about 3/4 have shared data 
with their boss. 64% have shared data at a staff meeting, 55% have distributed the survey to staff, 
52% have quoted data for in-house institutional reports, and 42% have used the data to support 
requests for new resources. The number of directors who use the directory part of the survey to 
contact others (25.9%) is down 32.1% from 1993. This is probably due to the increased 
communication by way of e-mail. (Item 11 0) 
1998 DIRECTOR'S SURVEY SUMMARY DATA 
Raw data reported outside brackets (frequencies Inside) 
NOTE ON INTERPRETING THIS SUMMARY: There Is missing data for nearly every question In this year's survey, most Directors skip a question or two. The result Is that percentages 
may not add up to 100 for some questions. Please assume that the differences Indicate missing data, or "no response" to a question. Numbers correspond to questions on survey, those 
· that have been omitted are highlighted In comments. Thank you! 
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
Director's Gender 
Male 171 (53.3%) 
Female 150 (46.7%) 
Director's Racial/Ethnic Identification 
African American 12 (3.8%) 
Asian American 2 (0.6%) 
Hispanic American 12 (3.8%) 
Native American 1 (0.3%) 
White/Caucasian 289 (90.9%) 
Other 2 · (0.6%) 
No response 7 (2.0%) 
Under 2,500 
n =63 
1. Centers that charge fees for the following services: 
2,500 - 7,500 
n = 95 
• •·•·••·•· ~tu••·r~i~oh~t~Mh~~ii69J9~t®#h~~··••••• ••··· · •·•·•·••t4•~%r·• .. lMJ~%) 
......... b).·.· ... f>e.r~(Jnal ~()l111.S.E)IillQ. t(J f~c:;l)l_ty/~~~fl' 
c,r• : P~t$oiial ¢o@$~1ih9 to: ~lutiirit • 
d) Personal counseling to community 
.• ·:••·•···•·•·•~>······•·•·P.~re.~f:~9@~~lio9•t.eiiiiw4~D.tiiin::.•·•·•·• 
..... f) Career counseling to faculty/staff 
: •rn:·::: ¢.~t;ii.Mi@6@UMJ9. iiiilfuhf 
h) Career counseling to community 
• • • ••·• •• • :i¥. : :P:armirie@n!fi():sj4!f~6t# • ··• • 
j) Career testing to faculty/staff 
•·•••••·• •: :~r · •¢affi~fM~~@I#t~KiiiJhi:•F•••·•·•'•••·•···· 
I) Career testing to community 
2. Centers that col.l.ect ~hird party payments 
:JQfP~r~~!i~t®l:iriMll6ik :: .. ••··· .............. ····· 
··•·· {~:~~} (1.6%) 
<{ikS.%) 





..• fi;~%~ ? 
(8.5%) 
•·•·:·:::.:.• . aa •• Ui=1A%f 
• ...•..•.••••.•.•.•••. ~ .··•• ~~[;[$~ 
12 (12.6%) 
U1M:%l :•••::: 19 U!1.9)§%fU 
(0.0%) 6 (6.3%) 
· : .. :(1J5%)( L •···•.::. H \3. ($!2~1.0) 






• •·{se!~%rr· •·••••·•·•·•••·•···•·):.:.a:a:: 
(25.0%) 16 
•.•. -.(~:§%I::•: ••••n:::•:h:••••••••••• R9: (18:1%) 19 









.•·:·••••I~:7%l • ~#$Z~® R~n9~$®i®~1l<·· 
(6.5o/o) x=$1,000 Range 180.00-2K 
: <l$i$%) • 'AA•:$4Ztt• 8@9~i9Q:®.f1K 
(10.0%) x= $2,500 Range 90.00-4K 
··•·~#:$1\4oo R~@et:ooi.$KE:.T: 
x= $400 Range 10.00-2K 
•::~#$.4$9?•• RM9WJQ;qW,Z$K 
x= $1,800 Range 10.00-3K 
•••-)•.·•·•••···•••••·~•·••·•~•• ···•··•·xe,r%) .•...•. •.••• •·•·•···•••·•A#·•• •••··•t:.ti4%t•••·••• •·•·•··•·•·•·•·•·•·••·•••·········•··•·•·•·•·····•·•··••·•••·••···••i• ••·•••···•·•··•· 
·~~ •if¢iffit~f~]6~t'#t~.t4W.9i:l:@i@iy:.ifi4Pl##®lW:::•:••::. ••·•••••••·•·• •·••••••·•·•••·••·••··•:••••·~~··•• ::1®.$%) . . •••••·•·•···••••®..: :· X~ii~Mm• :·••:·•·:·:::.:.:••···•·33:: ••••t4l:i.Ai%) ••·••••·••::::.::.:•:••••••••-•:A$i •1$$!3%):•• :•••:••••·•••••••••1$§:; • <4~iZ%1•: :•••••.••••••••• 
a mandatory fee: 
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5. How Center budgets have fared in the past year: 
Salaries: 
Under 2,500 
(n = 63) 
2,500 -7,500 
(n = 95) 
7,500 -15,000 
(n = 73) 
Over 15,000 
(n = 94) 
TOTAL 
(n = 325) 
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COMMENTS 
::=::::==:ijp===A®tf;i~~m.f::=r:::m:= =======t:::::=··:::::::::::t:=:=:=·== r:r::::r:::r::::::::r:r::=r~:::::rt~l$.%.tr:::r:u::::::::4r:::rHi2%r::::::n:r:=:r:~r::=rt4.A%F'r:=:r::: ...... ::mn:::H$i4%).J:::n:::::n:=1:4::::r:r4:~%1:= •••••••••••••:•::•.•·••••·•·•···· ::::::::,:::: ······====·=·=·· n::r::;:~~m:nlli~li~~i,,j;~}=:: :r ,,. ·===· ·::·::·::•::·::·:····=•••··•••:::: -::.::::::::=::::: ::=::=. :~i:::r~~;~%.~:::r=r=::=:::·::.~ur~~~:1%~:: ······· ::r:r&ir:~J6.1i%~:: •·•••··· ···· ••:$g::=:=-~~$.:~~~== ····· ::==:1.~i:·:::~~:~%~=::.::•·• 
d) Increased 4-6% 10 (16.4%) 11 (11.6%) 17 (23.3%) 22 (23.7%) 60 (18.6%) 
=== ::::::&):::::m~r~M~~~:t%:o.n-n9te:::: :·:==::= ··==·=====•·•· •===···=·=··====··· ....... ::·:•n::.-:,::::: ..... ,·:=:::::rru::xj:$%f:':::=•=·=• ::::::r::::=::oA%t::.:=:::::·n::r:::r~::::::::t~17M6rn: ··············· =:::=r$::t:':<$1$%f::::·=== ··· :::•:nt:ln:rtt3li%Y: 
Other Costs Budget: 
·a) Increased 15 _(24.2°~) 30 (31.6%) 23 (31.9%) 27 (29.3%) 95 (29.6%) 
:·• i1F::::REirr@Mif.J@~~ffi~ :::::•.:::.:.:•:·••:? ::-:: n :_::: A~• ::::(EIV7:%l UTT~ •(§$.J~!iM '•·• :=:A~ Jmt7%} u::::·::·:····•: $1 :!($!@!%) n )n J~Q (!).~:~%):::···==···· 
c) Decreased 5 (8.1%) 11 (11.6%) 6 (8.3%) 14 (15.2%) 36 (11.2%) 
6. Centers that have been outsourced or privatized: 
··:-: ::··:•:·: ••a) : :v.e.s•·••::,: ::::: :::·:::::=•·••:·:: 
b) No, but under consideration .. :. Xit8.%):) ·•:··:-:·:,.:.:2 :·::.::.:(ZJii/<1) .·:·::::<)i Q : JO.lQ%) : .. •:::=::.-::·,:_,.·::·:1: •··• Wlo/Jf :··· .. :; ii:n:$ ••f(L9%):···=•·•:· (0.0%) 2 (2.1%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.1%) 3 (0.9%) 
7. Centers that have gained new staff 
positions in the past year: 
•••·: U ·=~r •Pr9f~~~!\:W#f .. . • •n:::::::'::::::.•:•::::n:·:-:>:·:·::1$.: •:t2$~~%.} \:•: T:A~U• (1~;$%). .:••• n AJ : W:i/1%). 
b) Clerical 2 (3.3%) 7 (7.4%) 4 (5.5%) 
=•····•·•= 6f ·~r.lild~iiwsw~entA~~~t~ntPtWtim~J.:@ro ••-•••••·•·•······••···•·•••••·• :$ ··•.•x~.a%) i ···••·• · •:1t •••<Hlt~M ........ n e:: t(ti.i~%> 
d) Intern (full time) 1 (1.6%) 4 (4.3%) 4 (5.6%) 
9. Centers that have had records subpoenaed 
• n:: : in'tt!&.r>~&tye~m (29~cW6i i 65 {20t4.%) ·) szotilies&.Eeilte& :=•-••·•····· 
complied with the 
11. Subpoenaed records were used: subpoena. 
: ·~r::=m:~~P.P.Prt::9M~I~@~y¥¢M~~f~I\Mt ·····:::::::·:···•·•············:.:.·•·-••··.~•· •t7$.Q%l: •·•··r:•• n:~ J~QJ>%): :•:·•:·:•:•:::•·::17 :::{~;t(}%.). ••••·····••·••·:•.• ~1 i-::·(!:J$;$%.} T:::•••> A~ •· (~7i~%J :.•·••P~r9M@ie.~:~M®.:t>h: :: <•. 
b) Against a client 2 (50.0%) 6 (75.0%) 7 (53.8%) 10 (58.8%) 25 (59.5%) number of subpoenaed 
centers. 
12. Centers where counselors had to appear in court 
:·~~:aJ~sPif9t~~l.?I>~o~:• · •••H:••::•••·•••·••H•-••<•<••••••······••-••tt ···.••(9;P%Yt •••• )/ :4 ·(~31~%)·: ·•)•.:• H2' J~ts%) n ··•• •••••··•· ·e• •<23A%i •·•• •:· :t2 ·J~}to%f < ••••••••••}•••-•• • •• •:•·•·········· 
14. Centers that have had suits brought against 
=:•··••••••••.:.m~MJ!Bh~M$.t W~it•:•.n•.• 
,-
1997-1998 Suits: Sexual harassment, false memories, involuntary hospitalization, unprofessional conduct of a therapist, and one client suing all treatment providers. 
•· :::• :·~.g~:::ii:Xii91~%J.! i•••?$.~~!A#'P~n~(KAJ®i•titi• ::•:· 
examples of dilemmas. 
Under 2,500 
(n = 63) 
2.500 -7,500 
(n = 95) 
7,500 -15,000 
(n = 73) 
Over 15,000 
(n = 94) 
TOTAL 
(n = 325) 
COMMENTS 
Some commonly used methods to prevent staff burnout were: Flextime, social lunches and celebrations, money for professional development, retreats, staff development, team building, 
mental health days, and adequate consultations and supervision. Some creative options included a monthly in-service with a massage therapist, use of humor, & participatory management. 
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25. Level of stress the following issues 
generate for Directors: 
Under 2,500 
(n = 63) 
High Stress 
2,500 -7.500 
(n = 95) 
7,500 -15,000 
(n = 73) 
Moderate Stress 
Over 15,000 
(n = 94) 
!Q!M. 




26. Recently, interest has grown in a variety of forms of meditation. Meditation is being utilized as a tool for personal development/spiritual growth, as a stress management strategy, an adjunct to 
therapy, and a part of counselor training. 
27. 
Under 2,500 
(n = 63) 
29. Average salaries for professional staff hired in the past year according to 
gender, minority status, and institutional size is available in Appendix B. 
30. Average salary paid to professional staff according to number of years in 
the position, according to institutional size, is available in Appendix C. 
31. Paid benefits available for Center staff and interns: 
data 
Professional 
2,500 - 7,500 
(n = 95) 
Licensing 
7,500 -15,000 
(n = 73) 
Malpractice 
Over 15,000 
(n = 94) 
Conference 
TOTAL 
(n = 325) 
COMMENTS 
::HAth!#J'i.m!WPtffli@@.~~: ·· 
26 (20.0%) include: Christian prayer, 
=:$z::::n~tf~%): :::~@~ttiloo:t~~Bh(q&~;n:::::::::: 
71 (55.0%) relaxation, Guided Imagery, 




(n = 63) 
2,500 - 7,500 
(n = 95) 
7,500 -15,000 
(n = 73) 
Over 15,000 
(n = 94) 
!QJN, 





47. How Center staff would respond to the following 
regarding the use of E-Mail with clients: 
·········· ........ ··:::·:-·-:-:-· 
. .. . ·. 
· .... :.-.. :-.. :: ......... · .. : .. 
Would Not 
b) Client who reports a crisis 37 (13.6%) 
c;:). Client who wants to continue a 
•• ................... :::¢auo~~~~i\Q:al~U~Jliit~>.n:w~r~;.miin:•:•••••••••.• ·········· n::::·:r••:•••··••••::d:e:~ :=:tttl$.%.1: •·•·•··•··•········•·•·•·•·•·••·•·•·• · •••••••::•••••·· 
d) Non-client reporting a crisis 38 (13.7%) 
•••·••··••··:·:·@ ::::nNO.hHiH~h~:~~k1b.9ij:f?@iif1~t0.9li@ij@@ilH ••··:·······•••·•••·•·•:·•·•····•··~f} :· •. a?g:~%D••••• 
f) Another therapist consulting about a client 142 (51.3%) 
49. Institutions where SHS provides psychological or 
)1.*9~hl~tn~ ~~&'~~~ #~ $.Mi~ht.$!. • • • . 
50. Nature of the relationship for Centers linked 
administratively with the SHS: 
a) Counseling Center director or coordinator 
•• }.... ••teP9.~iit~•$.H$. i:litM~or? ·· · 
b) Counseling Center Director is responsible for 
both Counseling Center and SHS iO.thM ... . .. . . ... 
Where these mergers occurred, direction of the merger: 
.. n ~~ .. ~iinf1B~~~fii$i~Q~(J.B~Wtd¢~t6:ri\~~ft.~~~f 
52. Institutions where a merger between the Counseling 
•·•.·········· cen*ehao~ tHe $lif:$:t~ ~e:in9 considerec~:::••· 
likely direction of possible mergers: 
a) . Counseling Center under Student Health Service 




Would Respond Comfortable 
. ··.·: ::::::_:::::.:-:=··· 
.·:-::·-:-··· 
43 (15.8%) a variety ofresponses. 
.. · .. ·.·.·.·.· ...• • ::: ••: ........... • natt •••a~Jw;;)r •• • : • •··fM£~~y@1u7di~~M6af<f: •rr:• 
76 (27.3%) client/student email by phone 
:•··••••••••••tP~ ••••·<:tr4%I •••••·•··•··••·•···•H•••••••ilr•~Yij~RIR9th~;§.g~6t~o.•r••··•·•················ 
56 (20.2%) call or come in. 
r ei : U§li~%1/ IJP.J'.g%iilH~~Ja~F/•• 
(eit$%) .. •· > 56 <(ooi3%f 4~ aJPercei'lta9i:f ~s~a····· 
on #who said ~ to 48. 
••• a~;$$). A~ b.f R~t~®.t~s~ t@si@ ··•. • •·: • 
(54.2%) 
R4$.eMJ>• 
on # who said no to 48. 
Percentage based on 
(77.8%) 13 (54.2%) numberwhoresponded 
••.•• (~z;~%~ ·•:·····•·•••••••·•••·•·••••••1j T••X4~t~%) :•·••·•·•JO.th:l$·1t~m··(7%P•·•••·•·•·•·•·•········· 
-~~-: ....... 9..F1.-~~-Fl:!P.I:I~.P.~X~.~i~!r.i<?. ... ~~l)(!~~~-~r.!-P~<:IY.i~~~-:_ .. _._. 
::::::··:·a.r:::qifQI?:@@!iM!:Qi:iN~Mh!Y:'i'!::·:n:·::n·· ' :::::·:::: 
b) In Student Health Center only 
•=:::::==:&r• =ari:®.ln:e:&G.6.~ijll&J:~:$\P.aijnfH~~~m::eM~~t¥r 
::: ::=: :i}:::::N.?.~~~~~i.W.®w~~~~w\ti~RMP.f~~:tmv~WiM~tr~n 
f) Other 
54 .... !'l~l.l:ll:l~r. pfp~Y.c:.~i~tr.i.c.. C:C>ri!;IJ.~~~i()f1. ~()IJr.s. 
· · ·: :~v:~ni@~J:i~tw~~~i ·· 
56. 
Approximate ratio of FTE mental health professionals 
(includes all paid staff and interns at centers and other 
.:;.¥~'li~;!j6:'d~Jini:ot~fH.~6~~~>j6£~7s.\ba~~~1-=:·· •• 
Under 2,500 
(n = 63) 
2,500 - 7,500 




(n = 73) 
Over 15,000 









Under 2,500 2,500 -7.500 7,500 -15,000 Over 15,000 TOTAL COMMENTS 
(n = 63) (n = 95) (n = 73) (n = 94) (n = 325) 
?m~:r=:Nu.m~#mP.mt~~qijijfiWff.qf'~a::w.uP.P9a.:~mtn1!iffll@.r:m==:;:~utaio~:Q!lt::trtnrt#:a;z.:~ijo§iU)!f~9tt:=rr~~a;I.J~®.§jJM~:::=::n::::::n::~a;a:Rijft§i:m~::n::::u=~=:::::i#~ttJ~~6§~::~~r::r:::::::tir::·:::rrrmt:::::ttt\\H 
77~ ... CIIrnPllses~at had an enrolled.client.suicide : ::::r:!o::tn~:~r~:~~9QLY~~rr:.: ) :········ · ,,, ....... ··· 
Under 2,500 
(n = 63) 
2,500 -7.500 
(n = 95) 
7.500 -15.000 
(n = 73) 
Over 15,000 
(n = 94) 
TOTAL 
(n = 325) 
COMMENTS 
:: ¢ijMffi9tiWifij~:l~::::::::::::: ····· 
.·.· .... pr~~.~~!f:!~. ~<:.~~.s~ 
:= : m~rP~tc::."'n.~s~::::: 
across school size 
WiiiM'v~&.:~un~~F' ,,, ==.==·· 
20 persons injured and 
5 persons killed. 
:(Ui$:%) ::: A:~~jij(Q.t~$:~#!®.6$.JhH ,,.,, .. , 
x=1.1, Range 1-3. 
15 
81. When a student is a suicidal risk but appropriate for 
treatment in the Center (as opposed to hospitalization), 
Centers typically: 
a) Provide counseling without informing anyone but 
Under2,500 
(n = 63) 
2,500 - 7,500 
(n = 95) 
7,500 -15,000 
(n = 73) 
Over 15,000 
(n = 94) 
16 
COMMENTS 
••••••••••••' :n::~a.~~:@9.9.1:i#M@ti§6W~9oNt~@!htii~:ti.D ::::.: .. :r•:.:.:.r •. ::.:•.:.:::.=.·: ... ·: ............ f9.E:•:rMW/oi): •·H:·:•:·• .. ••:::.:n••A:4 ........ •.:·H~;g%>.•'•·• ........ : .. :•·•·: .. • .. ··~!3:· .. ·••••{Mli3%f• ••·:•:.:'•=.····: .. ·····:·:·•·•·:.$?:'n: .. ::m1i$%) :•:•):in1~9:·:::{$P,P%1: .. : .. ••• •·•MariYcllrE.ctO.fs~f~~e.i:f:tMt::•:· 
b) Seek client's permission to alert someone in the residence they would do a combina-
hall, or someone with whom the student resides tion of a, b, & c. Others 
in order to provide another level of safety but work with would refer the client for an 
:: .... :'::: #irenteWnltMish~il9.#~n9t9ivWMrml~r9o •·••···•· .. ••·•·········•2t ·t~4A%.f' o: ... : 3t: .. t3$1a%) ..................... 2-r ;xst;Q%)•• ••·•••< ),'22 · .. •x2~tt%.1 nr 1ot • t$3.A%t a~~~~menkn9«t'Y•P:~mmt~ 
c) Notify someone as indicated above, even without with client's permission, 
:, : .. : ::' lhith.~.&~il*ilos,~~~k~6$:~~;~;:~=-~~~i~~~J)u(mi;;;•·••••···•••••1P: tH¥#%)t .................... :10 ·.•.L(i().~%)• •··· •·•.•••••: 5 .. (~i~'\4). ) Y <.} .~/ <$@1~)::: :.: \~9 X$A%) i) i'J~ir~rt!t~J~~~~uK;@Pf~; 
d) Other 5 (8.2%) 4 (4.3%) 5 (6.8%) 9 (9.7%) 23 (7.2%) 
83. How Centers would handle a situation where a client poses a 66% of Directors reported 
significant danger to others and will not give permission to having a clear legal 
notify the third party when there is no legal precedent precedent in their state. 
for giving such warnings: 31.1% felt that there 
• :<at• • cohHn4~i6efaP.Y.an~not91v~Wlilrr:\ii19i• • •·• .. o ... : .. ••••··•• .. •:••.:·•··•······• .. o < .. (tt9%f .. >••••o •·•· .. :.•to16%> .. ·····' ............. 2 .... <$;6%) ......................... uti )<•.•@6%) ) • .. 2 tt4%t ....... w;a~ nocle~rle9atn• ................. . 
b) Increase the frequency of therapy and not give warning 1 (3.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (8.3%) 4 (2.8%) precedent in their state. 
c) Give warning to third party or contact the police in 
, • : ••·~Pit~i:iltti~teg~lri~l<:• .. •••• ......... > :•: •==•••• ) •••·•·•·•·•••·•••·•, )2$ (~a.,%) ••: ~& (7$;7%)•·• ••·••····<3o :•·:{($:<>:%t• •···•••• >: i ~~ (1:3if~%}• •····.•}•·:11!5 J®.4%J.••• •severaLPirecti:ir~®i~~Y••··· 
... ::~l ~tb.~ .. (~i~y<>l':'~tary hospitaliz~ti?n for~;~ 7~i~rt •.••••.•.••••••••••.••••••.• ~·•·•l~g;g%l: ···•·••···•·•··•••····~····· ~~$:~%~•·•••········ ....... ~ ..... ~~~:E.~~··· ···•·•··••·····.•····)~ ~W~:~%~ n ••••. ~~ nif~:~~~ •••·•·•·:f~~1 1t~6t~~i;~1.al~g~;~~ •..... 
84. Centers that have had to give warning during the 
••• :•~~~,r~~~B:~t~~~~~1~efb;~~:ri1W~ITrturnr.:•<•·····················•:•···············7 :rnJ$%)Y •·••• 1s )(15.:8%}••·•····· ·····12. w~.t%).· < ..••....•. ·······{3 (1;J;6ro>. .••.....• )·•·•<~t .q1~.$%) •• ~~~~~~!BJ~~:¥i\0t~\········ 
85. Centers notified (Percentages based on #84): 
• • ijF :G~mtiWRC!!@k ······•·········•••·•·••• • •••·····•····•••··• ···· ···· .~ d44~%) • tt (7:~.9%F •·••••••••••A d99.A%E T H (!34!$%) U i ~~ {$$;Qo/i,Y <•·•······· 
.. nr•~~ : $.lli~t.ti .. ~~ ~i;ti~ ································••• •• ···•·••····•·•<•············•••···•·········••~\H#t::~%~:. :H n< }~ • ~1~:~%~······· .....•..•. ~. •<.~~$.:#~~··•·•·· ............... jg. ··~I$:4%1 ' •::•11. ~~;$%~•·••<•········· 
~ar:•centeittJHatJ)~rliC:ir>atea In o~J)r.es~mnse:r.•eiWnliP.ay: •• • tt • t2ti:4%Y • :.30 • (jjjs%)•········ · · •• •·• 39 t~l4%f•• . )•·•·•·•····· ) 4.7 :xso!6%). •• • • • 13$•• :w4.t:o%f .... ........ . 
mv ili!m'fl®.tRlf~M:t@~·~~fM#~ii.i ?:•••··•·.• ···············•···· , •••·•••• i; ~§®:Rijri9~:9~~®?• :•J~iMPR?@~P.f?.~Z •• '~~~B.~K9~P~2~~· ••·•••• x¥~i}:R9.M~P.f1$.9: i'ri.#~1:iRB.hM98~~ •·•••••••··••••••••••·•·•>• ::••••• :• 
A total of 4,935 persons screened for depression. The percentage of students referred for treatment (either internal or external) was approximately 37% for all school sizes. 
Under 2,500 
(n = 63) 
2,500 -7,500 
(n = 95) 
7,500 -15,000 
(n = 73) 
Over 15,000 
(n = 94) 
TOTAL 
(n = 325) 
COMMENTS 
88. For those who participated in Depression Screening Day, 
Directors noted the following about how the measured 
depression scores of the students correlated with the 
clinical interview of the staff: 
•i?·•:::•j:~:::t~aij[iflw~ffhfi~jai~~W,':$.j(:):J=•jgj):t ~:~rr:l(:i~lJSj(~ •••••·•.•·•••·•·13 ::•t$1@%)%• ···•••·: ?/:·17 ••:••••!t§:~%i•·:·•·•·•• •···•·••:.• ~§t• {~$.i?WJl: •:•••••••·••::•·•••••••·:·•• aa: :•:.:(@~it%): •·•·••·•••:::: :+:$~• :::{?.4;$.%)::•::••••:•••••• •·•·•••·••··••·•·•·•·•·•·•·•••••••••••·•·•·•·•·•··••••••·•···•·•····•··························· 
b) Students scored much higher on the depression 
.. :::::::::::••dh~jWfuMH@b.tti~J~Y.~i9Hi~f~~M:Ih@)j~aJ:Wimlfi :••·•••: 3: t1~:'$.%f :<· '$ H~1tt%f • i$ @$;t%fH• ::••• .•• : k2J <41$%).•{ :: 15 us:$%) • )•·•·········· .. 
·.· .. ;>: .••.... ili~RiRl.~!~~~~~t~~~tis~@ri~~91:&r.~~~~i.~u·~~r~wE!m:{••·• ra .. (q,pw.>: <> + @?.%.i.t : • : o: •t()io%t )<•·•·••.:··• :1 • @#Mifn • :2 • :t1·~%1 u:.::} • •; •·r • ·••••·•··· 
~~t:¢.~fit~r~mijf!l~rti~iP.a.t@ihMi.t~W$Pr~~hifi9PM: >•···•·····•···•••:•···1~: ···n~.Po/of' •·•.:n)·····~·• <~4./r%>. > t!'l H~9A%rr x{·•••·••·•••at• (33/r%) •···•\? 1'3.4 X~Ei•l5%l oO.wn$.;&%~@~~l$'$'NY 
$9.,· Nufube.roH~u@hW ~M~~@~:n •• • ············••·••········ • ····•····•·•·•······• •· ..• ·· ... ·•· •• · .. · · • x#?a 8$.i@~•9Hoo •·•• x¥.26 Rahfl¢ o~i$$ > ~#2tR.ijhiWo~7$•·•· •···•• .x:#~G R#@¢ ¢,?~ ··•·•·• j(~~·R~n9~·o~2!59••· •·•·· · · · · 
A total of 2,425 persons screened for anxiety. The percentage of students referred for treatment (either internal or external) was approximately 26% for all school sizes. 
91. Centers that used the accompanying video 
· : : Jo.n6~$~:#r~~r11M CI~Y.SF •·:· •• ·:.:······ • •·••·· ··· · ············ · · · .·.·. · · · · 
92. Usefulness of Screening Day video: 
a) Very helpful 0 (0.0%) 4 (16.7%) 6 (25.0%) 5 (13.9%) 15 (15.0%) 
< 'b) Mo~erat~iyheiptui•·•••• ····················••••·•·••••·••·•·•·•·•••·•··•••····••····••·••·•••·.·•Ht ($e'.a%) •· 19 Ht9l~%Y······ •·••t4 •<5$l~%f• ·· ······ ·· ..• 29 ••·•<eole%) 1~ •:tt~:o%f•.•••·········· 
c) Not helpful 5 (31.3%) 1 (4.2%) 4 (16.7%) 2 (5.6%) 12 (12.0%) 
93. Centers that have seen one or more HIV positive 
: ~lientsWfttiioitfW!i>~~tviiW ) ••••••••••••••• ••••·••• •• ····••·····•·•················••••••·•·····•·••·9 .·· H!:5'.P%r.·••·•·· ·••••······23 ••·• (:2~;~%) •···· <H 2s ••{~1;1%) •. ••·•·•• ····•····•··· A3• ·.•($!M%J •·u•····•·•····•JQl (3~:9%) •. · ••·• Atc,tat ~n~~BtY ~$iti:Y~•··· 
students seen, x=2.3 
94. Directors who felt that any of these HIV positive Range 1-17 
•Gilin\lilP9$~a;rtl$ktil~nnhlr.dP.M&r •········ ······ ························•}1• H1d%Y )) •<•.: t (!t$%1 ••••·••···•·•··• .... •2 <i313%j ·····•·····••••··•·•··••··• s • >(71$%) n t ntt2%j nNo.·dir®to.tiHiM:~W~ffiiM: · 
this year. 
95. How Directors would generally handle a situation when 
an HIV positive client states that he/she has not 
informed his/her partner of the health situation: 
a) Would take no action 0 (0.0%) 2 (2.4%) (1.6%) (1.2%) 4 (1.4%) 
b) Would encourage disclosure but otherwise } ·:•:::: :Mid~tibiidtloH•·••••••••••• •··.··.·.·.·.·······.·.· .. ·.·.·...•............•. ····::: 28 ::(#.$.;)%) •·n•••• .. •··.•:·.®: :· ($.0;~%): •.• :.··:•···:••• $~ li:itE3%).··••··•· ......... ·4~ ••·•(f?:to%) •> >.j(3o: • (!5$:Z%)·:···••••······ 
· ~> w~~~d 1~1~~~ th~ ~H~~tit;~ti1 t;~;;t;~ did ~~t i~i~~rr1 
•••••· :: • J)aaner:tl:iatr<:!i.iWol.liiiJ:)~:etbl¢~iWIXi.iinqtodo~o•·•·•·•·• ••••·•·••:·:22 • X$i*:$%)U·•· •·•·••••:•2r •·•·(~513%):· ••·.·••:•·n )23 X35<9%f·•······ ·· ··• 31 .·•(3$.<l%f ·•····.•· 97 {3;3:4%)·n••············ · 
d) Other 7 (12.3%) 10 (12.0%) 7 (10.9%) 5 (5.8%) 29 (10.0%) 
96. For a list of recommended professional development videotapes, see Appendix D. 
97. For a list of innovative programs, see Appendix E. 
.... / 
17 
98. Centers utilizing the following types of outcomes 
assessment (Director's checked all that applied): 
::::: ~:~:~:~:~=~~J~~~1~:l:ii~~M~tr~~®.:~o';~~v~~g~ij@.:J9.~fu~i~~:j~i~i:i~i:i:~:~:j:~:i:~:~:~~j:i:i:i=~:i 
:: •••:::~1 r::;~~~(jtiijij~y:iji;~~~fMht:9t9®l~$\a!MH~::::•.' 
d) Other 
Under 2,500 
(n = 63) 
2,500 -7,500 
(n = 95) 
7,500 -15,000 
(n = 73) 
••::····· rt9:t: (f!~m~~).•:•:•:::••::r.~9 
15 (19.2%) 9 
:::::::: ·· A~f •H~oi$%). :nA$: 
6 (7.7%) 6 
Over 15,000 
(n = 94} 
!Qiru. 
(n = 325) 
18 
COMMENTS 
Other types of outcomes 
assessment: Client 
:.::::::::::::::;::$.~J:i•(~!M%tnt ····· : ?$.~: il!$.i~%.) :·:::?~~t(*f.~C'i~~64W~ij96.Mlf~~W•• 
... ,;~:in:~lz;k®.~·•• •• :: r,$$:n:M$:~%~ .. :.:·,····~~®~~&r:~r~GJ~;~:\d 
9 (10.3%) 25 (8.8%) 
referrals 
105. Centers that utilize the following policies regarding 
mandatory counseling: 
·a) Student merely needs to show up to comply, once 
a counselor explains service~ student can choose 
Under 2,500 
(n = 63) 
2,500 -7,500 
(n = 95) 
7,500 -15,000 
(n = 73) 
Over 15,000 
(n = 94) 
TOTAL 
(n = 325) 
COMMENTS 
••·)·•············•·•·•• ~~;~~6~t~~64(@d.iM~l.a~~·f.J!l~b.~~i~::ij8~1~:.m::r:.::: ......... ••:rr nt?$¥%r:·· •••••·••··•···•·•::••~····••(~1A~%r••·•••• :::::;?.t••• :•:.($$.i¢%)J .::••••·l!Hm:::::$1:tr:M§;4%F• •·?••••?•·?••••g1 •••••t®"i§%.jm::·•rfi~:vir~~·r~~P.MWi:t§::.·•·•··•·· 
b) Same as (a), but no additional sanctions for choosing these questions 
••···•••·•.•·•·•.••••••·•:•.•·••:t.i()fj():#()ottnu~:(;oUn~enM••••••·•·•·•·••···· · •·•·•·•·• •·•·•·····•· ••·•·••••••••::::••• · •·•·•••·•·•· :::••••••·••·•·•s• ••··••01\(:j%} •• ·•·· ··• n·.•n•1~• ·•••·•t~$;o~M•••·•·• •.•.:::::1 $•.• •·(~$14%1••••••· '•·•·•••·•·•·•••.:•r1~•rrt~o:~%)•·•·\· •···•·•············•$7:: •·••.t2412%)l ••·••••coMnGfU$ r.~Js~~s@s:•·•·•·i· 
(;) .. §~~~~llt .f.TliJ!:itP?Il1J?.IY .~it~. ?.l:e.'!a.ir1. 1#. ~fggl,l.'.)~~.li!lQ.. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ·.•.•.••.•.·•.·.•·.~ .. • n. ···.rt· . d.·h···s·e····~.· .. ·.g:·d·. ge· .. ·.eb.s.·a···t·t····et .••. r ... o·~.·n·.·.n .•. te.h . .•• :,.s·.d····.·.•t·~ ..oo ...•Pr .. IC···.····· ...•.•.. >.: :: •: ::~£.j~~i§M~*t~l::ili~~liiP.:b.Y:~J@i¢J~FbiJa!df~~ifiiH\~tt~lj§hV 1 <(16:3"1ci):•: ••··•·•·••·•<< 4 (~;~WM•••r• :4•:• •·:(§:~%>• : hA> • (6.~$%) < •As ::,·· (a:V,M .............. •· .............. · ..•....... ·. 
d) Student must comply with a certain number of 
counseling sessions determined by the counselor 
··••······\•··.••·• ~ff~f~ri•~$$#~$m¢bth~~l::i~¢hm~w••·· •••••··< •·)n )i7 · H?,~o/o) •·········•·•··1~ <lHtt%>• ••·••·•·•·•·• y····:!:i····· •H$.::3%) • )n :: :r W~%f ) ·•·• .>~o· (1i.:t%r) ············· 
e) Student must continue in counseling until counselor· 
··········•·•·••· d~t~ffulrl~$.th\iif~nO.u91i c:o.un@iih9 li~$. O.i::CUi+ed ::::·:• >•···••··•a •····•tt:9%Y•· ...•••..••• >A J$.1$%f·•···· ·········• 1 •. ·.(11l$%f •······•·•·• r •••$•• tH418.%t •••·••••••···.•tt•···· Jti~%F •············.···· 
f) Other 4 (9.3%) 10 (13.9%) 3 (5.1%) 5 (8.1%) 22 (9.3%) 
106. Type of information provided to the mandator for 
Centers that accept mandated students: 
.. ·.••••·•M ¢:i:ihftfm~ti9ij6.flD.~i~lvi~itn•·•·•••• ••••••••·······•·•·••••••• )••••••••••·• <•·:•••••:·•·•·•$~ • ... (14~!5%). •···•·••·•·•···· 51< m~;$%t ••·•·•••·•·•)49 ·<~();~%): •••·····•···••/):i4.~t•••(~Pi$%FT >·:•·•187:··{7!>:7%) \.JP~.!5%~ih9~1$$7:t•·•······ 
b) . Confirmation that student has complied with 
••····••·•.:•\••• i~i*mmehd@9ri~l6rtr:Eliitm~ht•••••··· ·····························•) ··········••··•·•·• 22• Wa.J%> ·•·••··•••• 2s• J~$4%)•. ··•···•··· .. ···•24. ••!?~t~%f ··••··········•·.···.:••17 :·• <~t;a%). ····•·:.•·.····•·.e$ >X$e;o%r:············••················ 
c) Statementofprogress 6 (11.8%) 12 (16.2%) 8 (13.1%) 12 (19.7%) 38 (15.4%) 
..•••.••• clF NO.INO.dil~tlon;#ovkiecl.•• ·•••••···•····•······••···· ········••••··•·•••••·•·•·•··· < 5 • ($.8%)' ·····••·••·•• s O:t8.%f.·• ·•····•·•.··••·•·4 ··· •te:e%) •••••.:.·.·•· < ns. n <~Ul%) • <H2o (iH%Fu•< I 
107. Centers degree of success with mandated students: 
a) About as successful as students who are 
•••·••·••·••·•·•·•·•·• :hi:M~m~iit:@~~@t~rf~l$?}• •••••·••·•·•······ ) •••• ::•••• •···••·•·••·•·•······••12 t2.~.<>%l •···········•·····••.14.. ••·•U$;2.%r :···•··•·•••·•··•to ••<1~A%t.••·• ·•··.••••·•·it~ (2.1R%F• <••••···.4g··• <z<>:2%J•·····•·•·•·········· · 
b) Somewhat successful but not as successful as 
.:)•·· / • Wi~trh9ri~riWhi.i.iit~~f~t~r.f~l$'•••••·· •·································• ••·• •:<27 •·••t§§.~~M· ····•···•·········• 47 a~4A%.) •. • ···•··•<• ~a ... <E?~!~%>••· ···········•··• /$7? (~1Ut%f >• •.•.t4!3 •·l$t:i3.%t•••)•······ · 
. c) Generally not successful 9 (18.8%) 12 (16A%) 13 (21.3%) 10 (16.7%) 44 (18.2%) 
108. Director's personal feelings about mandated referrals 
for counseling: 
·········~)····•I?ih:V¢ty:i:'ijij~l;ii6J~v()(()b?tiJ~iql@Jf1i~$~&@:! ·····•:\u········••11 (1!;7P(o) •. ····.········11 ]1~,~%). Y•····· <•··T . m:rO%):.:. ··················•·••t3 ··. (1iQ3%) .)•••·····•42•. (1~:!5%1••····)············ 
b) . I'm not crazy aboutit,butbelieve that some 
···············.•··· <$(@~6~$.¢$:op~i:I:Eltr:i~l1tlir9@h:ffi~r:irCi()¢$~•·· : :•• ••••··•·•··•··•3t:···•t$O:.¢%)··· ······•··• 59•• (~$.;~%): Hh•.····.:4a ··• <$tA%>.·•··········· ···• <A?: J4e.;a%):··· ····•·····• .. 17:$ ·••(!59:e.%>:•.•·•······················· · 
c) I am opposed to mandatory referrals for counseling 14 (22.6%) 13 (14.4%) 16 (22.9%) 25 (28.4%) 68 (21.9%) 
d) I am opposed to mandatory referrals for assessment 
·••••··· )••. ot:¢.<:i~n~~ilo9:n•••······· ···········•·•·•·••·······••·••••·•••·········•····••···•·••·x •··· •e .> X!tt%> :····••··••··•····•t·/ tta%i••··••• •·•·•·•·•··•·•4• .•·• (5.7%)·• ········••• • •m :::(aloo/<lt: ) ·•••<.~4 • .. (7/t%t>•••····· ·· 
109. Directors that have received a copy of past 




(n = 63) 
2,500 - 7,500 
(n = 95) 
7,500 -15,000 
(n = 73) 
Over 15,000 
- (n = 94) IQiru. (n = 325) 
COMMENTS 
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110. Directors have used past copies of this Survey: 
:··~:·:•·@~::~::f&Mffl~lOMIHriti*iMtti:lit:•: r:~::: ·~·~·~:~•·· ::~ ,,,,,,,,,,, ..•.•.. ,, '''''" r r~ r:M$.~~~:u~zP%t: r: :::: rwt~:rr(~1\~%) :: :::::: ~•::$.t~~~a~:?.M%1t :in ?tr::$~:· r·.(~tr;~%> ~·r~•~• r~•~• zz~. ::ww:l}%1: :·•: rrn~H&n~tM a.@~t<.W~:••••··•·•·• 
. .. ... .~t. Q.i~~ri~~!~~ ~(;) ~~!L. .... ..... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... 2.4 ..... (4~.()%) ............. 47 ... (57,~0~). . ........... 3l:J ... (60.()0Al) .. . ............... 48 ..... (52,7%). . ...... 158 .. (55.1 °/o) .. v,rho use the survey to 
:::•::• ' e.J•.•••• :9h~ti!!.{!.:~~m~t~~~ffm~li!ljnst :·::~::::: •·••·••·••••:: .. :::: ••r • •: •:mmn•~~n· J4§:•~%F ••:•:·:•:•·••• • •t4$~r••!9$.i~%1U ~:~··::.•:•••Aa::•ntz~;~M;):·•·• ::·•···.·•••·.•: :.::·:$.?•:·:~•:•:f71i4%)••••••••• ·••••~·::rte~ ·•••••:t$'4i$.%1:: ·~·••••#irit?9.#i?.mwtW!§~£¥n:r••?•·••••• 
d) Shared with others on campus 16 (32.7%) 28 (34.6%) 31 (47.7%) 47 (51.6%) 122 (42.7%) 32.1% since 1993. This ;~::::••• ~r•:::r$H~tEiqil:J~t,Wii6m~llJi>.~Mm ••···~···~••••·•······•>•••···•·•••·•···•·•·• .. •···•·•·•·•·••••••••r••••~••··•·•~2. i•Hl$S:,a%h :···••:·••:::.•.:••·: ®:.::•·:::·t~~A%>: •·•·~•·•·:•·•·~·•··••• ey~•·•·•<Ml$%) •••·•·n•••·•••·•.:.•.•::} n e.a•••'••••:tt$1~%> •·•·•·•·•·•·••·•·•·•· ~1 o• •·•·~•{t$:4%)' •••·••J~'P@~~i:liY.~dti~ WJH~ :::••••·•·········· 
h) Used directory tocontact other directors 12 (24.5%) 10 (12.3%) 20 (30.8%) 32 (35.2%) 74 (25.9%) 
:·:•·•••···•··•••• iX•·••• ·~·#~~if.~ij~:w Mi:iP.9.iffi~l@@~Hi:lr MWf~i:iGfM~ •••••• n~··•·•·•·•·•••••~•••J$.:··•·•••~•r~z1%l ·•··n··••·•?·•· ········~~ • ·••·••••(a~;~%) ·•·•••·•••·•·•·•·•••> ·•••$~···•·•••<!5~J~%):·•·• ··•·······••··· •·•·•·••·········•~~·····•••••(a~;~jiM ••n:·••·.•·••··•••11$• :•/(41 ·~%r•·············· · · · j) Followed-up with another director who shared 
•••·••: .. ········•••··•·••:·:•,Morm~i!Cihiri tiw ~¥AN~¥•• r••:•u·•••••~•••·•••••···•••••••·•••••••••••••·•:···•······•••·•·••·····•·••·•················ • • ·•········••··•·•••••e ······n?.?wr•·•·•········ • ··· · · · ··:.11• •·· •·<@Ei%)• ····························••• .,. ••····<1·p;e%>•·• .... •·•··•··•·.·•·· •··········•1& ..•.• ·•n~4%r· i •.••.•.•• ·.•.•·••·····• $!>.•· .·.·t12;Z%l·•·••·•••·················· · 
.... , ~) Generated a new program in their Center which was 
··•·• stirhuiateBhY:•Idea~sllaredlntMsu&eY: · < :• 2 t4A%Y ··•··<••·••••1o ·n~t~%> )<•<to H15A%f•·•······ ··<s> (919%)\ > <31 t1o.s%)>········· 
I) ·•·•· .•• •. F()ll~~.e.~~~P.~~··'~l3~~)~r..Yi~~()t~p~~ •.. IJ~;~~ ... ~~~····~~~··· 
:.:::•:.:·:••••·:•.:••••·•)•·:• W~@t~99fuMMd~9"'Y:·9~ti~O:!iteq~ot*:11::1 !tilii•@rt~y::• :·n••n n••••••••••§ .:.:····(1~\:2%) •••····•·•·•·.•••·••···: ..• :·1~1 ···•.•.(i~,$%) .• :·:··: .•·••••••·•·::•·:::·~·::8 ··.·•:{jg:?~~) ····\······························1c): .•·:·•Uii9%). ·········:.•:·•.••·••••··•·•·$$. ••:•••{jg.?%)•••·•••·····•·•············ 
m) Other 3 (6.1%) 1 (1.2%) 2 (3.1%) 3 (3.3%) 9 (3.1%) 
I ( -,
APPENDIX A 
~xamples of Ethical Dilemmas - Question #15 and #16 
Confidentiality/Release of Information Issues 
• Acquaintance rape· of 17 year old and decision of whether or not to notify a parent. Upon 
student's request, decided NOT to notify parent. 
• What to do with third party reports in a clinical file when client requested copy of file. In this 
case third parties were fearful of being harmed by client. 
• A student who was both homicidal and suicidal sought services at a local agency with no 24-
hour backup. The agency requested information and we only had a limited release. 
• Request for records of student applying for a license to be an attorney in Texas. Student had 
received counseling for alcohol abuse. 
• Client requested to review file. No procedure existed within the center. Sped to adapt form 
from another center (with_ permission) and have it approved by university lawyer prior to 
student returning to enact the request. · · 
• Issues about deciding how at risk a suicidal. or homicidal person is and when to inform others. 
• How to comply with Campus Security Act of 1990 without compromising client confidentiality. 
We determined that we in counseling cannot 'verify' crimes. 
• The question of whetller to release information to the parents of a student wl:lo took his life. 
The file contained an old release (now expired) giving permission to consult with parents. To 
help the parents with closure; a summary ofthe file was prepared and reviewed with the 
parents. Questions were answered and support provided. 
• Internal confli.ct over confidentiality in a voluntary hospitalization. Adminlstratipn notified, 
parents against client's will in a non-emergency. Administration failed to see legal/ethical 
perspective. Sees counselor as 'making this up'. Very PR oriented. . 
• Several clients where we struggled with the balance between confidentiality, safety issues and 
institutional responsibility. We lean toward erring in the-direction of safety, but not without a 
good deal of consultation arid deliberation. · 
• Struggled with how to handle requests for records of one individual for co-joint sessions with 
partner .. 
• Questions revolving around what information can be released to whom in an emergency. 
• Release of records to client with serious characterological problems. Issue was addressed as 
a team/staff. 
• Graduate students in Master's Therapy training program 'required' to be in counseling so they 
-can see what being a client is like and then having to write a report. We're still trying to find a 
successful way to discourage-faculty from making such assignments. 
Mandated Reporting 
. • Several institutions expressed concern about reporting child abuse, suicidal intent, and duty to 
warn. Specifically, what is the counseling center's responsibility in instances that directly 
endanger the client or involve individuals not under the scope of the center's services. 
• Duty to protect issue: A student self-reported to be HIV+ threatened to expose other students 
to sero-positivity. University attorney urged protection of community. Prolonged debates with 
Administration (3+ months) which Ultimately culminated in dismissal of student without 
providing necessary psychiatric help for student. 
• What action to take when you know of unethical behavior on the part of an outside therapist. 
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Dual Relationship Issues 
• Potential dual relationship of ex-intern and ex-client. 
• Previous client applying for employment at-center. 
• Supervision of a former client. 
• Student worker being a client. The center decided that if a student worker wants counseling, 
they will be referred out or not work for us. 
• Dealing with student whose partner had come to a counselor without knowledge the other had 
too. 
• Binds with dual relationships (i.e. counselor/professor) and how to avoid them on a small 
campus. It has necessitated educating faculty and administration, and communicating with 
students. 
Email 
• How to deal with email messages. Should we treat an enigmatic email suicide note as such 
and chase the person down? 
• Crises requests via email. We have decided to add a statement to our web page discouraging 
crises requests via email, but I am not convinced that this will eliminate the problem. 
Legal 
• Request to turn over file to University attorney. Ex-student was filing charges and indicated 
having had treatment at University Counseling Center. Unfortunately, file was turned over by 
someone on staff during Director's absence. 
• Client allowed us to release records to court. Then, did not like what the records contained 
and wanted them destroyed. We sought legal counsel and did not destroy the records. 
• A married student requested a letter to court concerning his behavior. Since we had seen him 
and his wife together, however, we could not send it. This still may be decided by a judge. 
• If client sues the center, can the center release records without a consent and is the center 
liable for actions of therapists to whom you refer? Still waiting for risk management consult. 
• Client asked a counselor to speak with an investigator regarding an alleged rape. Counselor 
was concerned that her information would be harmful to the client's case. Counselor informed 
client that she would only comment on the client's report of the incident. 
• Institution lawyers and AG Office of State putting intense pressure on to release records to 
'help the student' who is a witness for the institution in a lawsuit against it. This case is in 
process. 
• Client filed charges against Director when Counseling Services ceased paying for her outside 
private therapy. Still in process. 
• ·Court requested complete files rather than summaries of sessions. Counselor dismissed from 
testimony. 
• Not able to notify former client that records were subpoenaed (not able to contact client). 
• Involved client filing a harassment suit against new administrator. 
Staff Issues 
• Counselor picked up for DUI. Counselor went into treatment and resigned. 
• Whether practicum students who were enrolled for practica on a continuing basis (semester by 
semester) were covered for liability insurance during breaks between semesters. 
• Personnel issue regarding professional staff memberwho was not fulfilling the requirements of 
her position. · 
• Question with how to handle an impaired Intern. 
• What to do with an Intern who did not keep a commitment to internship two months after 
acceptance of the offer. 
• Astaff psychologist was mandated to stop clinical practice until passing the licensure exam. 
This created an ethical dilemma as she was forced to 'abandon' her clients. The licensure 
board should have allowed the above psychologist to see her clients one last time for 
termination. 
Staff Issues (con'tl . 
• The ethical dilemma of deciding how actively to get involved in protesting a racial incident in 
the community in terms of how appropriate it would be for a director of counseling. 
• Impaired supervisor from counselor education department. No clear consequences. 
• A civil rights complaint naming a staff member. We refused to release information. 
• Discharged a psychologist without prior notice to clients. Issues revolving around the 
termination of service. 
• Marijuana on the breath of a staff psychologist. No action was taken. 
• Legal status of paraprofessionals. Insurance coverage for telephone counseling by an intern 
from a remote location. 
• Difficulty for a staff member to get licensed due to a past supervisors failure to cooperate. Still 
pending. 
• How to handle serious under-functioning of support staff. Still ongoing. 
• Suspicion of violation of confidentiality by secretary. Secretary was terminated for other 
reasons. 
Svstems Issues 
• Our campus suddenly decided that we should be included in reporting crimes on campus. 
Besides the obvious confidentiality issues, I was concerned about duplication of numbers in 
reporting crimes. 
• Our Dean of Students Office wanted the center to be solely responsible for making a decision 
to have a student withdraw. Dean of Students was educated on the limits of our role. 
• Faculty and staff called Center regarding two severely Eating Disordered students (anorexia) 
expecting the center to contact and intervene with students. Center cannot contact or 
intervene with students who do not seek services, but the students continue their behavior. 
• University wanted all staff to report any cases of alleged sexual harassment. I successfully 
argued why counseling staff need to be exempt from reporting. 
• A fraternity tried to force one of its members to come for counseling. Legal advisor informed 
us that this was an infringement of the students rights. 
• In a merger with Health Services, a mutual confidentiality policy and statement was 
developed. Not ideal but tolerable. 
• Attempt to use the Mental Health Review Board as disciplinary Board. Communication and 
education were key to resolving the issue. · 
• Should the Center be involved in the assessment and diagnosis of students with Learning 
Disabilities. Remains unresolved. 
• Hospital failed to do adequate discharge planning for students, simply referring them without 
any contact or discussion with us. 
• How to handle a situation in which a client is receiving care from two providers. 
• Issues revolving around terminating treatment for a student whose needs exceeded our 
resources, especially since referral options were limited and the client was non-compliant. 
• Whether or not to provide service for former students and non-students. ' 
• Appropriate format for records release. 
• Students attacked in Guatemala, some raped. Media glare, demand for privacy- denial, 
minimization, intellectualizing. To intrude? To offer 'unwanted' services? To give off-campus 
referrals? The situation has moved towards some closure, but MH issues were not well 
addressed. 
• ~Whether or not to be more available to the university community (re: students with psychiatric 




• Having to respond to a community's response to a student's death, but having the 
administration tell us that we should not acknowledge that it was a suicide. Issues revolved 
around difficulty of weighing a family's request for privacy with what might be best for the 
community. 
• Demands to share information in non-imminent danger situations. 
• President of the University demanded to see a client file. 
• Faculty demanding to see files. Formerly we took official reports of sexual harassment and 
some faculty are wanting to know who's names were listed. 
• Administrative officials pushed for confidential information on a particular student. We 
refused to release information on ethical grounds and they backed down. 
• The Vice President decided she wanted to be informed of sexual assault crisis counseling, 
with the victim's name. We said no and met with her and system's attorney. We now inform 
of the incident with no name. 
• Confidentiality issues with parents and administrators when student is on 'the line' regarding 
danger to self. Received feedback from colleagues via email -team decision making. 
• Request by Health Center for access to records. Records were not released. 
• Assistant VP requested subpoenaed records be sent to him for review and release. 
Miscellaneous 
• Parent of former student questioning university's (and Counseling Center's) response to 
alleged sexual assault on campus- student was 17. Still being studied. 
• How to handle students who are noncompliant with treatment. 
• Potential dismissal of student with eating disorder. This was resolved by the parents 
becoming involved and guaranteeing that if she deteriorated they would take her home. 
• International ex-student, depressed, suicidal, in possession of assault rifle, potentially 
homicidal. Questions as to what to do, who is responsible for care, etc. The situation resulted 
in the student committing suicide in jail. 
• Staff conflict regarding how to respond to a student who was not a behavior problem but was 
suffering from extreme emotional distress and having difficulty functioning acadlemically and 
socially. This was resolved by responding to the needs of the students vs. those of the college. 
• Whether to continue treating a client who may have altered a prescription for stimulants. 
• How to address confidential client information about another client, not imminent threat to life, 
but close. 
• A suicidal client's emergency contact was a university employee with whom he was having an 
affair. Awkward issue all the way around including concerns regarding confidentiality, dual 
role, etc. 
• Whether to give treatment records to a former client when the records may be upsetting to her 
and she has a history of seeming okay about things until she starts mutilating herself. 
• Separately and inadvertently seeing both parties to domestic violence dispute, prior to 
violence and afterward. Still ongoing. 
• A personality disordered student fixated on a professor. The professor inadvertently said 
something hurtful to the student and second professor encouraged student to be. upset and to 
file charges that were not warranted. 
• Dissatisfied employee complained to EEOC, Psychology Licensing Board, and faculty senate. 




New Hires Total Salary Data 
Minority Female Caucasian Male 
~--
Caucasian Female TOTAL 
•••••.: \~): •olt~P.t9.f ' ?!.·····•·•• •·••·•·:·•··:: ( <. hl~::::: : ::• ••·•·····• : §~i2~0.:6.#2F <: / ?4i4.$.0..h#1 r::.: J: · ?H~?O'h#~ t :::: :=• ~4;10.0. R~f\9~ ~~t~K(n#J$.) ) 
b) Training Director .. . . ... . . . 42,500 n=1 60,000 n=1 . . 44,500 n=2 . 58,000 n=3 .. 52,200 Range 43-60K (n=7) 
::•:: :i:¢)i •:AS.si$tahtPf:A$.~!).¢1:~fei Oii:e.¢f<:ir ·•·:·: i4~.i$.Q:Q ri¥.~::· :::•:•: h/~: ::::•:.:. ···••·•·. . t :4$:i37P.ih¥.4.•h•··· >• ' 40,6PP.:h#.$ E :::: :::4~\SQQ R~hge, ~(h$~K(n#J1): •·••· 
d) Counselor with Ph.D. & exp. 43,875 n=4 43,076 n=15 40,213 n=15 38,195 n=18 40,800 Range 29-58K (n=47) 
• · • !:M o<>Jm~~~9.rWI~h\@W ~<>ct9f~tW .·.·••··•• ~~;~qo; n¥~ : • M~i2$0.in¥~··· ...... : h$:~;~~$. n#14·• ···••<•·••.·••· ~~;o~th#I~ n •• •: n:~t\~o9:B:~n9~ 2$~4'lKXH#~tf•·•••·· 
f) Counselor who is A.B.D. 41,452 n=1 n/a 32,000 n=1 35,216 n=6 35,600 Range 32-42K (n=8) 
: •: •91 •P.:&t.lh$eliifWith MiAF&•I#P.t:•·• .•.::: •40:11$0 i:i§~ ,. •••••·•·•• \ ~o;p():tti.i¥2•< · •• ••••••:: •. ~2;Q:~Q:hi:::tO: ··•• :•: . <: 3~)Q$.1h§1~ : F • •:a~(O.PP 8~h9W24SS1 K:Xil#:~~)••• 
h) Counselor with new M.A. 45,000 n=1 28,000 n=1 25,533 n=3 22,500 n=8 25,400 Range 15-45K (n=13) 
I) Qouns.elorV\Iit~ fi)I.S.W. &exp~ 35,000n=1 . . . 3[,955 n=3 .... ·. . 11/a..... ... .· . 39,500n=12 .. . . 38,900 ~<mge 30~~0f\(n=14) 
/d) :ppyh#eloJwllliheWfvL$lWY•·•:·: •• hl~i •••·• )•••' \<:· ~~;qqq!)§t:•··:·: •• .. ·:.·:.•······•·•·Wfi999h§1: ··:·••·••••·:::••:.?$(99Ph¥~<·•·•·. '•: )• 39,~99•R~@W~2~~()i<(fl#4l• }•·· 
.... :•) :ti~. ·~¥.V.F.ht.~~1&vM~~.l~hnual~~i~M ·:·H./:) ) •.•••.•.•. Y• ) uH.~:. .... ....... r•··). y .~{~)·TI~P~ 1 ··· · .. §~1o()o:o51.·· i•·•· n•·····l·~~;~~~ m;H ...•....•....................... 
m) Psychiatrist/M.D. (hourly rate) 75.00 n=2 n/a 88.00 n=4 80.00 n=4 80.00 Range 50-100.00 (n=9) · 
n) Other (e.g. Post Doc, Nurse 











New Hire Salary Data by School Size 
.. ·.·.:..·.· .. :;.:..:..::::;;:::.:.:::·:·:··-:.. ~---·. 
b) Training Director 
•·•·••·•:·:•·•·············•·•.:.:••:·•·•6} • \A§~I~f~l:W#t'Ai~§9Ci~t~· Plf~qt<M•:•:•••••• 
d) Counselor with Ph.D. & Experience 
••::••:•e.> H¢9Uo$#Ii:lr•Wiffu••JieWq9~iP.f~t~•••••••:•·•••·•• :: 
f) Counselor who is A.B.D. 
···•·····•·•9) •••:••.¢p@~~~9fwitti••M:A. &~~p~f:i~tlp~··:·:•:•· 
h) Counselor with new M.A . 
..•. :·•·••Jl•·• n¢9Uos#I9r••Witn••M<$JAN•·~·l#P@~h¢.~··••••·•· 
j) Counselor with new M.S.W. 
············• •• )~} .Qp@~~IC)(Y\@J§A •... 




·--------._.-::::._," ""'~"'· .. · ""' ~. 
Size 2 (2,500-7 ,500): 
1-3years in position 4-6 years in position 7-9 years in position 
:: ·:ff\ij)' :::oir~#9r •:•):•••••·•••·•::• i}i•:•••••ii•··· ••· :,.::.::: •••·• ' ?:::•:•:::•:•··:·:::·::.:•:•::::·:::::: $.Ql~QQ\\B~fflg~\~Aft4.K:l6#~')' ::·••••·•••::n::••••::r:•~O.i?PP:R.ijri9~!~1H~4K\(o#1~H•••••• : ~7~~pQ:RM9~\4~ft~K•:(o#1~)•:: •••••••••··•••• ··· 
b) . Training Director. .. . . . ......................... 47,300Range 40-60K (n=3) . . .......... 39,700Range 36-43K (n=3) .......... 60,400 Range 42 .. 79K(n=5) 
••r •r•:#) ::::Jw.~l§lMt:96A~~@I~t~: Q.Jf~<rtor· :•:·:•:•:•••••••·•••••·••·•••··•••·•·•·•••··•.•··:·::•:·4.Q.Aoo::8~M9~::~1:\f$QK (o#~):.:: :.·•·=·•···•••·•••··•··••:::·::47;!4QQ. R~ri9~:~$:f$~K·i{n#Q)t .••:•:.:::.::•:·•M\QQQ R~o9W ~M~~K•·<0#6):::::.••.•····•••••••············ .·.·. 
d) Counselorwith Ph.D. 41,300 Range 30-52K (n=28) 44,900 Range 34-58K (n=19) 48,300 Range 37-65K (n=14) 
·••·•r••:::~r·:••9Mn§~l9twh9:i§\'!'A;l3.;o••••••• ••••·••·•·•••••••••••••••·•·••··••·••••••••••··•···•••·••·•···••••····•·•.••·•·•:4~;qqo::s~ntm•.~9S4~K·•m¥~}••·•· ··•·••··•··•·•·•••••·······•·•·•Nij•••••••••::·:::•••••·•••••••····••••·················::•·•·•···••••·••••••••············ •••••••·••••••··•••=•44iO.OP:<6¥•1xr••·••••·•···············•·•······························ · f) CounselorwithMA .... ··.·· .· .. · .. · · ... · .·.·. . .. 30,700Range 13-42K (n=22) ·.· .··.· 33,600Range 29 .. 59K(n=12) 38,800 Range 28 .. 63K(n=15) 
...... ·.·•·: 9)•·:••• ¢.9An@16tWithMi9NVi•••·••<••••·•·• ··•·•·•·•·•······•••·········•·•••·•·••·••·•·•·••···••••······•·•·••····•·•····~4.;~0:Q:8~h9~:.2§84~K•(o#g)·:•:•::. ·•·•···•·•···•··•••:···•·••••··•·•~4;7.QQR@9~.·1~dJQK:•<h#9):: ... rn•.•·••••••4Qi"&P.b:R.~og~g~~$~K:·(n#4l··•·•···········•·•·•················ 
h) Counselor with BA n/a 23,000 (n=1) n/a 
JF p~y~bl~rri§VM'lPJ:@Q@~i~~@y)•·•·•··•· •••·••···. ········· AW;~POtii¥1> : i :n).: Y.·• ~4iPO.Pt6¥H . ::: r•: .. • . 61:~ :::::: • ?• :•.••: .• .•· .::: .. •·• i ········ 
j) PsychiatrisUM.D. (hourly rate) 103.00 Ran·ge 50-165.00 (n=5) 115.00 Range 60-160.00 (n=3) 100.00 Range 85-115.00 (n=5[ 
10-12 years in position 13-15 years in position 15+ years in position 
··•·•·•·•·••·i•~}J::·:P.If~P.t#r•···•···•······.• ··•··•···•···••···•·········•····•··•·)·•·····•·•···•·······•·•••···•······•••·•······•·······•·•··•·u··•·•••···········••·•••§t:999·i3~h9~47~$9Kt6ffi1$.)·•·•·· ···················••··.·•••••eo.;~o.9•:g~ft9~4.$jz?~<•:<K¥7t···• ····••••·?9.9MR~ri9M~$;199K••t6ffig§>·•············ · 
••••••••••••••••••••~~n:·•A.~~m&~t?~tlA~{&:ql~t~:•t>lt~9Wt••• :·•·•· ?•••••••••••••••••·••·•·•••.•••••·•·•••••·•···• ;4;z~~g;6~~ •. ~~8~$~ ~h#~~ ·•••••·••••·••••··••••·•••••••  ••••··$~$99.•a~n9~·4~i.Z~~<••(h#?)•· ···········•••·•·•:•$~.~j~g •• g;ri~~ ~~$~K::~ri#~) .•. :.• ... · • ··· ····· ·•··••••·•••i~···••••••¢a~&~~~atwfi1ir~~A'?atP.•••• ·············•••••··•··•···············•••••••····•········••••·••·•·•·•••······•·•·•·••·• ~i;8gg :~:&g~ .. ~~s~~:<.~b#~i>••·····•·······•·•······••······· ·•····~(~o~; .• ~;;.1 >·•••••·•·•••·•••·••·•·•·•·••·•••••········••••••••••·•·······•·•····················••~~;~6~ ~~ri~.~.;~;~.~~ •. ~&:~l··•·•·········• ..... ·· · · · · f) Counselor with M.A. . 39,600 Range 33-55K(n=7) 43,200 Range 34-51 K (n=3) 41,600 Range 33-48K (n=5) 
•·•·•·•·• :9>:::·•·••·¢9iJ&.s~t9twlm::Mi$JNt •·•••·•·••••·•·•••••••••··•·•••·•••·•·••••••·••••••·•·•·····••••••·•·•··•i·•·•·•·•·••··•·•·•·•A~i~99F.R~h9~··~§*S.:2K: (n#~t .. •·•··•···•·•·•····•·····•··••···••·•A-7.~99 m¥n.•••·····•···· ······•·•·•••••••••••••·•••·•·•••n••••.••··•·••·•••••••·n·•··r••·••:t@·•······•••··········································.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .. · .. ·.·.·.· .. ·.·.· .. ·.·.·.· .. · .. ·. 
·.··· ~) 9()l1':J~f:li()I'Iv'it.~. E31=\........... . ... ············.·········.·········.··':1!(!! .......... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··.·.·.·.··.·.·.···· .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.····.·.·.········ n/~·.·.· .•. ·.·.··.·.·.·.·.··.·.··.·.··· ·.·.·.··.······.·.·.·.·.··.·····.······.·.·······.······.··.·11'~············ ···•·•·•······•ro:r•·••nR§Y¢h!~VJWM)P;·•<ann@I§~I~Wl••• ••)•••··•·••·•·•••·····•·•·•••.••••········•·•••••·•·nr~·•H··············· ······························••······•• ··•·••·•·•••·•·•·••·•·•·••·•···•·•·•·•·•···•·•·•·•·•·•·•·····•.·.·•.a9.,QQQ•Iu¥1¥• :·.····••·······•·•···•·••.••••••·.·.•••.•••••.·•••·•·.·r•••·•·······••··•·.·•••·•·•·nzt~•••••···•·•·•················ j) PsychiatrisUM.D. (hourly rate) n/a n/a n/a 
29 
30 
Size 3 (7,500-15,000): 
1-3 years in position 4-6 years in position 7-9 years in position 
n:.:::::@y::::pit~9!9t! .. •: ::::.:· .... :::•::: ::::, • • • • : ::: · §7l§99J'{~n{J~l4t~t9§B'Jth5?41f: : §§)ggg:g~ft9~44Bt?Ktn§71: :::<·§~)P99lR~n9~4?+ZiKXn#~)·· :::: ' 
:r:: :~l':.: .~~~;,t~~t~t!~~{q§!~t~::Pm~ft9t :: : : : ~~;;go:~;~g~ ~$~$4~:lfj#ffi~r : · . :$i:t~g g~ij~;.~~~~{l<:~~§~~: ::::::ij~:0rrr:~j!~~ ~2~~~15 J~~?t 
f) Counselor with M.A. .. .. . . . ..... 30,700 Range 24-40K (n=16) . 36,900 Range 30-48K (n=11) 40,000 Range 32-67K (n=7) 
·· · ··••·l9li·•¢94h~~~§twith.Mi§WV:tn::.: •····•:·••·•:·••·•::.•:•·•:•:•••••·:.·•:.··••·••:••·.··•·•···•···•···•·•••.•·•··:•:•••:::·::~9;QPQR~h9¢A?~4?K(i1#4) .:.•••·•••·•••·····•·•·•••·•·•·•·•·:.::: .. ~4;.1QP\R~h9W~~Hf?K(h#7l .::::::::.n•:r••:.~~tlP9R~h9W~§H??K=Xh~m.:·•·•••···•······••·••·•·•··············· 
···. ~>. . g~i?ffi~~c:~~V'M(~~nn4~1i§~i~l-Yr n n . :~$;4~~~6¥1~. )i . · •.. .. < ~jj§pgto¥1> .• . : .. . •.•• .•• :ri~~: • ·· ... :.·.::··::·:·:.:.····< < •. .••...... 
j) Psychiatrist/M.D. (hourly rate) 95.00 Range 52-125.00 (n=6) 73.00 Range 70-75.00 (n=2) 91.00 Range 63-120.00 (n=3) 
10-12 years in position 13-15 years in position 15+ years in position 
···•••···•··•·•·•••a>·•• .·:•oiteetor•·•···· .··•·•··•·•···•·•·•.••·•···•··•···•••···•·•·•··•·•·•··•••?•••·••••••••·••·•·•·······••···•··•···•·•····•···••·•·•·•••····•·•··•·•·····•·•···•···•··•.•••G5;200R~n9e·SPW9K.•W¥sr•·• ····•••••·••·······••••·••·•·····92\ooo•:Rah9~5MZ$K(h#j).· ••·••••··•••···•· .. '9'1;9oo·:aan9e5P..10~KW#l~>•······•·•···················· 
b) Training Director 59,900 Range 42-75K (n=4) 47,000 (n=1) 60,800 Range 35-82K (n=5) 
: :. 9) A~$i~t~6f9.hA~$99l~l~!Plf~~t9r:: . .. $.g,~qq R~I'HJ~ 4oA7oKt6#$.L . .4~\190 8ijhQ~:~t4$.1K<H.#.~H $~\~oo 8ijh9~ 424~4Kti'I#7In< • • 
d) CounselorwithPh.D. . ............................... 50,200Range 38-72K(n=16) . 57,900 Range 46-64K(n=3) . 55,600Range 38~76K (n=14) 
.. ?:•.··••:••:M· .::.¢Jiui:i$~19hWh9l~Aialb. ·n•••·••••·•·••···•·····•·•·X:·i•·•·•···•·•···•••·•·•·•·•·•·•••••••·•··•·••··••••··••44.;0QO(h!!i1.J. •·•···•••••·•••••··.··.••·••••••····••.•••·:·:•.••·••·••••·•··•:•·••••·······•···········•······••·nta· •••·:·.•·•••••••••·•·•••••·••••··•••·•·•·•·>··•••·•·•••·•··••••·•••••·••·•••••:·:•.••••··•··•••·•·••·•······•··••••••······•··••s$;4QQ·•(O#H·•·•••··•·•·•·••·•··········. . .·. 
f) Counselor with M.A. 37,700 Range 33-47K (n=6) 46,800 Range 32-74K (n=4) 45,400 Range 35-68K (n=8) 
:::•·•:··••:9) .. · !¢9Mn~~i9rwimMl$WVi•:•• ···•·•·•·•·······•·•·•·••·•.•• ··•·•·•·:·:•:•:·.·n•·••:·•···: .. ········•·:·::::••••·•·A9!$.9o:•8M9~.:·~$gif2Kt6#~) •·•••••····•·•••··••·••···•····•·••·••··61-ij••·•·•·· •·•·•·•·:•·•·•·····•··•n···••:··•·•:•:·•••••••:·::•••••••••••••••·•·•·•····••·•·•••·•••·•···•···•·•·•··••··••n••4~\$99••Rah9W ~$i5if!S(n#~)··•·················· 
Counselor with BA 40.900 (n=1) n/a n/a 
Psychiatrist/M .D. 103.00Range 85-125.00 (n=3) n/a n/a 
Size 4 (Over 15,000): 
1-3 years in position 4-6 years in position 7-9 years in position 
········••·••••••M•• ?Pif~Pt§f .::: :: .. :.: :::•::•::::·• ::••··: .. :: ....• : ..... ::.:.::.:.:.:.:.··.· ·•••••••····•••··••••·••:n::::n ••:•·•••§$i1:P:P·R~h9.~·4$.~§:9K?th#19l•••·•:::::·:· : }}.:p§\79.9:•R~69W•4$lH§rKJo#17) .·•::::::.:::::p$.\?.9.9:.:R~69~ s;p:~~~K:(!i#tJ.•::r•:::::•: •••·•······· · 
b) Training Director 44,500 Range 36-60K (n=17) 50,300 Range 38-67K (n=14) 50,300 Range 42-60K (n=7) 
.. : #):: :A~~~~iao~:9tA~iil§i~t~mPit~~t9f • < :4-~h~POJ1~ffl9~:~4;?~K(6#15.T • : · :s.t;$Q.Q.:R@9~ ~!~t1K(H#J4.) ::I$1iS.P.Q Rijh9~44FP~K(6#1) i • 
• ......... ~~ .·•• ¢§ijfi;~l~iw~~.rn~~:o•··•·•••·••············· ························•·•···············••••••·••••••·••···••···~$;1~o ~~fi~~ ~:1844:< ~6#~) >••••·•·•·••·•••••••···••r••rij(~j[[·~ •• ~;~.~ .. ~;;jj~.<;;~~>n••••r .~1~~Q.~.~§j~j ~.~;~;.~ .. ~~~.~§> ··· 
f) . Counselor with M.A. . ·.·.· .·. ·. . . ·.· ...... · .. ·. ... . . . . .· 31 ,300 Range 18-43K(n=14) .. ... 35,200Range 27 -53K (n=14) ... 36,000 Range 27 -52K(n=9) 
•·•···••••':•:•:::9):: P.9\lffl~¢liltWithMl$NVH ·••·••••···r••:··•··•··••···:••·•··········••·•·•••••··•.••. ···•••• ••·•·•·•··••••·::::.:.:.~gl1:P.OR~h9~~1MA.Klo#14l••••• :·:·: ·:·:•.:,·:::4P.l§P.Q::Rai19¢. ~M4~K•:(6#S.l•:::•:·•\ •:•••••:•·At;QQQiRijhQ~ 2&.i9~K(6#l~Yi·••••••·•••••••••·•·•······· 
h) Counselor with BA n/a 4 7,000 (n=1) n/a 
•·•••···•···n I) ••••::•:p§.ypm~triWMiP{(~6HG~i§.~.l~M•··••··. ··•·• •·•·•·•···:·.··•·••·····•·••··•··.·•·•••······•Szl$.9:lt.R~69.e 7$.81PS.K•tn.¥4) .:•·•::··••••·:·:.•··••·•·•••·n\1{)1 l79:9: R.~69.~.19PHQ$i;<:(6#4) ·:::••:JQ~;eoo•Raii9¢:QPM:~PK<O¥:ZY?•••·•·················· 
j) Psychiatrist/M.D. (hourly rate) 80.00 Range 45-130.00 (n=8) 63.00 Range 48-90.00 (n=4) 81.00 Range 48-150.00 (rW=4) 
10-12 years in position 13-15 years in position 15+ years in position 
•••··.·•·•·••:::.:~) •••···•oif~iP.idf·••.••••·•·••·•·•·•·•••·•·•••••••········ ··•·••·•·•·· •·•·•·•·•·········•·•·• ······•:: :.:·.··•··•.·•.: •··•·••·•·•·:.: ... ··•·•·•·•···••·••·••·/·•••·•••t4l$99R~b9~$~i~§Kto#1i) •·•·•·•·•.·•····•·••··•·•••·•·•·•~$;§99 R~B9~ $$d~s!§••<n#1~).:·:•.· ••••••••••1.9~;$99 R~h9~$$if}~K••m¥$o)·:·:::::·:··.·••····•·• ······ 
••······· .:.~~· ··•·•·"A~~&~~R~t~~~i&:ql~t~ t1it~<lt9r·••·••···················· ·· ···· ··· ····•••·••·•···.·.·•····$~;1-~~ .• ~;6~~$~~~~:< ~ri#.~~ ·•··•••·•·•·······•···•·•··•·•••·•·•·• $~;$P.~ .. ~i~~·~. $~+$9Kt6.#4) ••••·•·•·•·•••·•·•·••• ~§;1~~ •• ~;~~~ $~i~~K·•~6¥l~l ................................  t•········~~ ..... ¢8uH.~~I&.6w~~.~~A'?ato u ....•. (··········•·•·•···.···•••····•·•·•·•·•·•·•···•••·•·•·•···························~~;~gg;~H~~~$s4~~.~ri#~y.~······· ··········••i•···•·u ..• ~$.;~dti •. ~¥~~113-~~~ •• ~n==8>-·········•.················~~;~dg~~ri~.~ •.• ~~;~4~··m#4i-> .•••••.•.. ) ......................  
f) Counselor 'Nit~ M.J\. . · 47,000 ~ange 35-60K (n=8) . . . 4:1, 100Range 35~57K (n=4) ... 50,400 Range 35-72K (n=11) 
••••·•·:.r•••·m::· i¢§4h§~IMW!t6Ml$\W! .·••••·•·•··•········•·••·•·•·.·•••••••········••·••.·•••·•·••·••·•·············•·•••••······•11)?.9:9·R~69~·~9~§9f<(h§$) ···••••····•·•:•·········•••••.•••••••·••:#h~pp':R.@9~~$¢$S:K·•<K#4)••• ···•·•·••••·::::J$~\~99••R.~b9~41d?~K .• <h#1.9>·•••··•••··•••)•••············· 
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Video Tapes Used in Professional Development ;. Question #96 
{Purchasing source was not provided for some tapes.) 
Academic 
"The First Year Students"- John Gardner 
"How to Study" -McGraw-Hill 
Diagnostic/Treatment 
"Assessment and Treatment of Psychological Disorders Series" - Donald Freedheim 
"Closet Narcissistic Disorder: The Masterson Approach" 
Newbridge Communications, 333 E. 38th Street, New York, NY 10016 
"Mixed Anxiety and Depression" - Don Michenbaum 
"Obsessive Compulsive Disorder" - The Menninger Clinic 
5800 S W Sixth Ave., Topeka, KS 66601 
"Psychotherapy Tape Series" - APA 
"Short-term Dynamic Therapy" - APA Psychotherapy Videotape Series 
**"Treating Borderline Personality Disorder: The Dialectical Approach" - Marsha Linehan 
Guilford Publications, Inc. · 
-·understanding Borderline Personality Disorder" - Marsha Linehan 
Guilford Publications, Inc. 
Diversity/Multicultural Issues 
"The Color Of Fear" - Lee Kin Wah 
Stir Fry Productions, 470 3rd Street, Oakland, CA 94607 
{800) 370-STIR or {51 0) 419-3930 
"Legacy of Slavery" - Kenneth Hardy 
University of Syracuse 
"Midnight Macaroni" 
-"Skin Deep, Shattering the Silences" 
University of Buffalo, Committee for the Promotion of Tolerance and Diversity 
Eating Disorders 
"Body Trust" - Production West Montana 
(406) 656-9417 
"Having your Cake" 
"In Our Own Words" (Personal accounts of eating disorders) - Gurze 
{800) 756-7533 
"Psychodynamic Treatment of Eating Disorders" - C. Johnson 
"Slim Hopes" -Jean Kilbourne 
Media Education Foundation, 26 Center Street, North Hampton, MA 01060 
(413) 586-4170 
Ethics/Dilemmas 
"Ethical Dilemmas Facing Psychologists" 
Association of State Prov. Psychology Boards 
-"Subtle Boundary Dilemmas" - Hazelden 
Cedar City, MN {800) 328-9000 order# 5796 
Family/Couples Work 
"The Angry Couple" - Susan Heitler, Ph.D. 
Newbridge Communications. 333 East 38th Street, New York, NY 10016 
"Conflict Focused Treatment" 
Newbridge Communications, 333 East 38th Street, New York, NY 10016 
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Issues 
"Psychotherapy with Gay and Lesbian Clients" 
Buendia Productions, Santa Anna, CA. (800) 513-1092 
Group Therapy 
**''Yalom: Group Psychotherapy Tapes" 
Miscellaneous 
"Addictions" - Bill Moyer 
"Critical Incident Stress Debriefing Training Video" . 
"Date Rape" (Audience interactive piece with facilitators manual) - Rob Ferguson 
Counseling and Testing Center. 301 Frazee Hall, U. of KY. Lexington. KY 40506-0031 
"Fr Martin" 
"The Hijacked Brain" - Bill Moyer (PBS Series) 
"Men and Emotions" 
Newbridge Communications, 333 East.38th Street, New York. NY 10016 
"MMPI Profile of Jeffrey Dahmer'' - Caldwell Reports 
"Motherless Daughters" - H. Edelman 
"Reflection on AIDS" - Mary Lou 
(216) 932-4293 
"Roofies"- SUNY-Cortland 
Cortland, NY (607) 753-4728 
Recommended Audio Tapes 
"The Mentor Spirit" Marcia Sinetur 
"Meaningful Work" Thomas Moore 
**Videos that have been recommended more than once. 
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APPENDIX E ·. 
Examples of Innovative Programs - Question #97 
(Programs listed with ID numbers for networking purposes.) 
Academic Enhancement/Faculty Assistance 
018 Potential Drop Outs - Assess for early warning signs. 
027 Pre graduate school Advisement Center. 
073 Academic Probation Assistance Program. 
1 01 Probationary Students Aftercare Program. 
121 Development of UCC 2020- Three credit course. 
122 SMART- Students Making A Right Tum (retention). 
195 Academic Well ness Series I and Freshman Course. 
250 ADHD Assessment (Required before meds may be prescribed). 
277 Teach classes for students on academic probation. The program attempts to deal with 
motivation as well as study skills and life.issues. 
302 Academic·success program. 
324 Student Success Program and Center - Geared toward retention and academic success. 
Athletics 
010 Athletic Workshops on Mental Health. 
079 Student athlete career track (series of programs and activities). 
139 Student Athlete Mentors - Two students from each athletic team trained in listening skills, 
recognizing students in trouble with substance abuse; eating disorders, and other 
compulsive behaviors. Meets regularly throughout the academic year. 
161 Sports psychology consultations to varsity teams. 
Career 
027 Placement center for students (Not a part of Counseling Center) - Full service approach. 
092 Career Assessment Program. 
271 Intern Reunion - Former interns are invited back (biannually) to share current work 
experiences with other interns and professional staff. 
293 Major and Career Planning Course for freshman "Undecided" students. The course is 
team-taught by The Counseling Center and The Career Services Staff. 
Crisis/Response Teams 
090 Crisis Response Program. 
272 Crisis team. ' 
289 Critical Incident Stress Debriefing/Defusing teams that involve representatives from 
campus spectrum, including students that are recruited and trained each year. 
Disabled Students 
062 Support group and resource person dedicated to work with individuals registered as having 
a psychiatric disability with Disability Support Services (DSS). This is a joint program with 
DSS, Community Mental Health, and grant-funded program. Supported Education 
Enhances Rehabilitation. 
200 Outreach program for students with disability. 
297 Center for persons with disabilities. 
297 Oisability Resource Center. 
Discussion Groups 
034 Speakers Bureau. 
034 The Conversation- Discussion of Race, Gender; Gender Orientation, etc. in group format. 
105 Shrink Think - Similar to a town hall meeting. Meetings are held over lunch and students 
can ask any questions of our consulting psychologist. 
Diversity/Multicultural 
066 S2AFE = Staff, Student, And Faculty for Equality. 
230 Diversity Bag Lunch Series (outreach program). 
234 One emergency intake hour per day set aside for minority students. Has resulted in a 
marked increase in these students using Center services. 
246 Spiritual Pathways - Diversity enhancing program. Co-sponsored with Dean for Academic 
Affairs. Targeted at promoting minority (non-Christian) religious spirituality. 
297 Multicultural Center. 
299 Divided Sisters Dialogue- An ongoing discussion between women of different ethnic/racial 
groups. Co-facilitated by The Counseling Center and The Office of Multicultural Affairs. 
Drug and Alcohol 
011 Use computerized stress inventory as part of substance abuse assessment. 
104 Independent Study and Research Group for studying Alcohol Use. 
116 Alternatives Program- Deals with binge drinking. 
181 Alcohol Education Program. . 
272 Detox. Center and accredited alcohol treatment program. 
298 Alcohol and Other Drug Education Office. 
Eating Disorders 
023 Eating Disorders Committee - Campus-wide committee led by a staff psychologist. 
149 Team approach to treatment of eating disorders. Includes a medical consultant, 
nutritionist, individual therapist, and an eating disorders group facilitator. All work in 
collaboration with each other. 
156 We invested 1.5 days in National Screening Day for eating disorders, then developed a 7 
week follow-up with psychoeducational group meetings. 
161 Campus-wide Eating Disorder Task Force and Treatment Team. 
233 My Body Is My Home: Body Image Enhancement Workshop - Designed in cooperation 
with the Panhellenic Association. 
Health/Wellness 
013 Creative Programming on STD's -- Safe and Sexy Eggtravaganza (Hide 150 plastic eggs 
containing condoms, body oil, jelly beans, and STD facts) - egg hunt. 
070 Campus-wide "Wellness Committee" consisting of staff, faculty, and students. Theme 
months, each member of the committee develops one program per year. 
092 Guerrilla Theatre - Students performing social issues. 
159 Monthly Wellness Seminars. 
Peer Education . 
104 TALQ- Talking About Life's Questions (Peer education group). 
109 Student Speakers Bureau - Peer educators. 
124 Peer orientation/mentor program for international students. 
Psychoeducational 
040 Assertiveness Training Workshop. 
081 "Relating Game" - A workshop on relationships that utilizes a game show format. 
204 Weekly workshop for students on a variety of developmental issues. 
213 Alcohol and Suicide Prevention - All students are exposed to this program and are given 
presentations on each topic (required training). 




011 Developed newsletter called "Shrink Rap". 
159 Do presentations about counseling to student groups applying for Financial Aid. 
227 Counseling Center PR Team has developed creative advertising-marketing. 
231 Video Soap Opera to market services. 
235 Project with Theatre Department to use lmprov. Groups to present programs. 
236 Marketing Program to make center more user friendly. 
258 Monthly, a brief letter is sent to 25-30 faculty members requesting their input regarding 
providing services to students. Excellent response and good for visibility. 
Resources 
147 Students In Distress- A guide for faculty and staff. 
161 Self-help library. 
Relaxation/Stress Reduction 
011 Biofeedback.Services. 
070 Stress Lab Resource Room - Books, audio tapes and videos related to stress 
management. 
099 Stress Assessment in the Recreation Center. 
197 Stress Free Room: 
280 "Comic RelieF - Show cartoons and provide snacks in public area on last day of class 
before exams. 
297 Did "Finals First Aid" with pets - A stress relief and educational program. 
Sexual Assault/AbuseNiolence 
063 Sexual Assault Education Workshops where convicted sex offenders are present and are 
questioned in both small and large groups. 
138 All incoming students must attend a "mandatory" 2 hour sexual assault awareness 
education program. 
157 Support Group: Male survivors of sexual abuse. 
175 Chancellor/Mayoral Task Force on Sexual Assault- A joint task force that brings together 
officials from university and city to plan prevention, policy, and training for sexual assault. 
186 Women's Advocate Training - Pilot Program 
201 Victory over Violence (Violence Education Program). 
250 Student Assault Recovery Program - A peer-based program for victims of violence. Staff 
includes a coordinator, professional therapist, two graduate assistants, one work-study 
student aide, and twenty-five peer advocates. 
272 Sexual Assault Response Team. 
Staff/Faculty/Center Development 
008 Implementation of a cross mentoring approach for staff development. The approach has 
dramatically increased the development of team efforts and creative programming. 
027 Quality Of Residence Life Evaluation. 
060 Worked with Student Government to advocate for more staff in the Counseling Center. 
060 Participated in a Cross-division "Barriers to Learning" Problem-solving Group to streamline 
the intake process. 
090 Staff training for administrative personnel - Focus on Communication and Stress 
Management. 
135 A program for advisors on the emotional issues affecting first year success of a student 
and how counseling can help. The program provides advisors with information on what 
they can do in their courses and how to make appropriate referrals. 
157 Program on dealing with disruptive students. 
183 Developed model for consultation with faculty, administration, and parents when they 
wish to have you breach confidentiality. 
242 The development of a computerized system for writing and storing client assessments, 
diagnoses, progress notes, etc., (charting). Now available for purchase. 
Therapeutic 
079 Personal development program. 
096 Walk-in hours are available daily - One counselor leaves a two hour block of time open 
each day for persons in crisis who don'twant to wait for an intake or who just want to 
briefly "touch base" about a concern. We do no pre-screening of these walk-in clients. 
1 03 Drop in sexual orientation exploration group. 
137 CHOICES - An anger management group run in collaboration with the university's judicial 
office. 
151 Two satellite offices on location in residence hall and married student housing complex. 
208 Friends Helping Friends - A formal system for contacting a counselor to consult about 
concerns regarding a significant other in distress. 
234 LD/ADD group sponsored by Counseling & Testing and Student Mental Health. 
237 The Counseling Center and The Center For Grieving co-sponsor a group for young 
students with recent loss. 
248 Anger Management Group. 
297 New Animal Assisted Therapy Program - For Counseling Center clients and staff burnout. 
Miscellaneous 
023 Informal liaison established with religious advisor on campus. 
024 "The Connection" - A program run in conjunction with our graduate program developed' to 
serve "needy" families referred by area school counselors. 
099 Research Development Team. 
122 Business consultation. 
193 "Mind Games· - Game where students spin a large wheel, marker ends up on a number 
that corresponds to a category such as "relationships", "academics", etc. Student then 
asked a multiple choice question and receives candy for correct answers. We use this 
during Health Fairs and Stress Management Days. 
323 LEAP - A four year leadership development process -over 1 00 voluntary (non.,credit) 
students participate. 
325 CEU trainings offered to surrounding communities. 
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The following pages contain directories to assist you in matching cow1seling centers with their identification numbers. 
Beginning on this page is an alphabetical listing by last name of aU counseling center directors. On the fo11owing pages is a list 
which is organized alphabetica11y by institution name. Some institutions whose surveys were not included in the data analysis 
can be found at the end of that list. 
ALPHABETIZED LISTING OF PARTICIPANTS- Directory number follows name. 
Aiken, Jim 032 Chapman, Ronald K. 027 Gage, Larry 208 
Albert, Joseph 153 Christian, Carole 156 Gale, Diane 193 
Alishio, Kip C. 124 Christiansen, Martha 046 Garni, Ken 192 
Allbritten, Bill 130 Cimbolic, Peter 038 Geller, Marvin H. 150 
Allen, Richard D. 224 Clack, Jim 055 Gellert, Jane 169 
Anton, Wiiiiam D. 273 Clark, AI 270 Gibson, Ann E. 188 
Arce, Elsa 040 Coffinan, Janet 175 Gilchrist, Lou Ann 209 
Atkinson, M. Bernard 108 Cogdal, Pamela 122 Gleason, Paul J. 143 
Aylmer, Robert C. 280 Cook, Donelda A 110 Gordhamer, Rolf 206 
AzM, James A. 158 Cooper, Stewart E. 299 Gordon, Michael 097 
Backels, Steve 148 Copeland, Patsy 165 Gorsky, Janet 178 
Baker, Ted 118 Corazzini, Jolm G. "Jack" 302 Grace, Marian ll2 
Balderrama, Sylvia 301 Couden, Barbara 264 Grayson, Paul A. 134 
Balistrieri, Tom 323 Craig, Donald H. 292 Greer, Richard 314 
Bayne, Robert D. 180 Craig, Stephen 316 Grieger, Ingrid 095 
Beigen, Shanon 249 Crary, Penny 263 Grosz, Richard 258 
Berkman, Miriam 062 Cross, David 253 Guthman, John C. 090 
Bertsch, Donald 039 Curoe, Bernadine 107 Hagans, Carol 093 
Berty, Diane 009 Danchise, Roger 020 Hall, Pinckney 296 
Birge, Susan N. 068 Daughhetee, Charlotte 166 Hallahan, Patricia 179 
Birky, Jan 104 Davidshofer, Charles 0. 047 Hamann, John B. 295 
Bishop, John B. 229 Dayton, Rebecca 202 Hammond, Barbara 305 
Blair, J. Douglas 274 Deakin, Spencer 075 Handy, Lee 219 
Blaisch, llene 142 DePalma, Diane M. 079 Hanson, Peggy 236 
Boer, Warren J: 036 DePauw, Mary E. 184 Hardin, Barbara 187 
Boland, Myrna L. 016 DiNuzzo, Theresa M. 259 Harman, Robert L. 226 
Bolland, Herbert R. 043 DiSmilo-Morgan 021 Harris, Harold J. Jr. 126 
Booth, Janis C. 127 Donn, Patsy A. 012 Hattauer, Edward 137 
Bowersock, Roger B. 271 Doran, Lindley E. 155 Hatton, John M. 035 
Boyd, Vivian S. 238 Dore, Patricia 159 Hayward, Howard 105 
Brandel, Irvin W. 215 Doty, Mary E. 297 Heitzmann, Dellllis 147 
Brian, Torn J. 285 Doyle, Michael Ill Hersh, Jeffrey B. 050 
Broley,Pam 083 Doyle, Ellen 117 Hocking, Thomas K. 293 
Brown, Steve D. 231 Droz, Elizabeth 023 Hodges, Shannon 246 
Brown~Pearson, Dianne 205 Dyke, Jeffery T. 073 Holmes, James R. 290 
Brown-DePass, Mary 200 Easton, Robert 306 Hopkins, Warren P. 266 
Bruce-Sanford, Gail 123 Edgerly, John W. 256 Hom,RitaM. 310 
Bnurunels, Lin 307 Edwards, Jean 240 Hotelling, Kathy 138 
Bucell, Michael 064 Ehrenworth, Jonathan 170 Hoyt, Arlyne E. 029 
Buckles, Nancy 094 Ellingson, Kari T. 286 Hurley, George 121 
Bufano, Suzanne 052 Erickson, Lloyd 004 Hymoff, Ira 237 
Buhrow, Bill 077 Erskine, Charlene 049 Indenbaum, Fred 017 
Burks, Suzanne M. 145 Everhart, Deborah 254 Irvine, John S. 133 
Byrnes, L. Anne 199 Fager, Leland E. 128 Jacks, Richard N. 318 
Campbell, Jim 265 Federman, Russ 058 John, Kenneth B. 074 
Canavan, Margaret 281 Fellerath, John T. 217 Johnson, Amy 277 
Cann,Laura 157 Ferrari, Nancy 308 Jones, Dan C. 006 
Cannici, James 279 Fields, Anika C. 072 Jones, Linda S. 163 
Carella, Joseph D. 063 Fox,RayP. 278 Jones, William H. 082 
Carney, Clarke G. 100 Frank, Edith 132 Joy-Newman, Stephany 313 
Casey, Dan 181 Frizzell, Christine 239 Kahn, Alfred 232 
Chabala, William 115 Fuchs, Kathleen F. 103 Kahn, Malcolm 241 
Chagnon, Jean 037 Fygetakis, Leah M. 026 Kaufman, Robin 198 
Chandler, David 161 Gabbard, Clinton E. 151 Kazin, Robert 088 
39 
Kemmerling, Beverly 031 P!lce, Diana 087 Stone, Gerald 233 
Kemmerling, Robert G. 033 Pack, Glenn 014 Stricherz, Matt 272 
King, Bradford D. 275 Papalia, Anthony S. 194 Telles-Irvin, Patricia 071 
King, Michael M. 317 Parker, Lois J. 251 Terrell, Tom 174 
Kiracofe, Norman M. 315 Parnes, Jane C. 319 Thomas, Barbara 268 
Knighter, Mildred M. 018 Pasquarelli, Marilyn 116 Thompson, Mark D. 044 
Kranz, Peter L. 204 Pauly, Karen 005 Tippitt, Gayle 010 
Krieger, Marian E. 011 Perkins, Robert J. 003 Tipps, M. Jane 125 
Lamb, Doug 092 Peterson, Marvin 176 Tirado, Mille 242 
Lambertz, Jan 183 Phillips, William 028 Tinnan, Richard 030 
Langevin, John R. 252 Platt, Christine 139 Tooley, Lois 171 
LaPlante, Patricia 089 Pollard, Norman J. 001 Torresdal, Pam 113 
LaRossa, Virginia 160 Price, Randell 131 Towle, David 261 
Lastoria, Michael 091 Price, Neal I. 191 Triana, Rafael 287 
Lauffenburger, Linda 322 Pruett, Harold 222 Utz, Patrick 141 
Lavin, Thomas J. 154 Ramirez, Mark L. 051 Vinson, Michael 045 
LeViness, Peter 0. 211 Ramirez, M. Gloria 282 Vitous, William 196 
Levinson, Tamar 066 Rando, Robert A 325 Wagner-Adams, Carol A 255 
Light, Randy 101 Reed, Jeannine 085 Warren, Brian 303 
Lillard, Margaret 212 Reese-Hollingsworth Kathy 140 Welt, Ke11lleth A 250 
Loers, Deborah L. 321 Resnick, Jaquelyn Liss 230 Whitmarsh, Lona 069 
Long, Larry 203 Richards, Sheri 186 Wierson, Carolyn 080 
Mack, Delores E. 042 Ritchie, Jill 022 Wilbum, Barbara 136 
Mack, Judith 221 Ritchie, John 312 Wilkinson, Bill 119 
Mallisham, Ivy J. 048 Roberts, Ralph 078 Williams, Suzanne 162 
· Marion, David J. 320 Roberts, Martha 149 Williams, John L. 289 
Marsh, Ke11lleth 218 Robinson, Debra 248 Williams-Quinlan, Susan 269 
Martin , Karen 086 Rockett, Jeri 276 Wlazelek, Brian 102 
Martinez, Alejandro M. 190 Roeder, L Y11ll M. 057 Yuva, Catherine 311 
Marvin, Kerry A. 019 Rogers, Jan 144 
Mayall, Alice 262 Rosen, Don 207 
McBrien, Robert J. 164 Rosenzweig, Maria11lle 216 
McCaffrey, Elizabeth 152 Rotluneier, Rosemarie C. 008 
McGrath, Bob 291 Roy, Michel 214 
McGui11lless, Thomas P. 025 Rush, Lauri 076 
McLeod, Mark 067 Russell, Vern 007 
Mednick, David 070 Salter, Lee 135 
Meuler, Michael 235 Sanchez, Joaquin l 172 
Meyer, Roger J. 294 Sanderson, Rebecca A 146 
Miller, Jeanne C. 260 Schank, Janet A 114 
Miller, Davina 129 Schemmel, Detmis R. 247 
Mills, Alice 070 Schneider, Jolui R. 106 
Mond, Michael 098 Schratz, Paul 213 
Morgan, Rosalind 041 Schroat, David A 243 
Morgan, Victor C. 298 Schubert, Maria11lle 304 
Morishige, Howard H. 168 Schwartz, Allan J. 267 
Morris, Katherine L. 244 Sease, Darcy 227 
Mueller, Steven D. 228 Sena, Esteban 220 
Neese, Elizabe~ Ann 324 Settle, Karen 177 
Nelms, Ann 054 Shaw, Darlene L. 120 
Nelson, John E. 056 Sheridan, Nancy J. 002 
Ness, M. Emest 225 Sheridan, Maureen 084 
Neubauer, Lane 015 Sieveking, Nicholas 300 
Nevels, Laurene 182 Simona, R.B. "Sam" 257 
Newton, Fred B. 099 Sivertsen, Wiggsy 034 
Nicholson, Jim 024 Slavin, Jonathan H. 210 
O'Hare, Marirume M. 053 Snodgrass, Gregory 201 
O'Neill, Steve 189 Southwick, Richard 309 
O'Neill, Charles D. 234 Spano, David B. 096 
Oakland, Ronald 283 St. John, Judy 173 
Olona, Maggie 288 Steel, Catherine M. 223 
Onestak, David 059 Stiglitz, Eloise 081 
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COUNSELING CENTER DIRECTORY - Alphabetized by School 
001 Alfred University 
Counseling & Student Dev't 
Services 
Saxon Drive 
Alfred, NY 14802 




002 Allegheny College 
Counseling Center 
Box 17 
Meadville, PA 16335 




003 Alma College 
Center For Student Development 
Alma, Ml 48801-1599 




004 Andrews University 
Counseling & Testing Center 
Berrien Springs, Ml 491 04 
Uoyd Erickson 
Phone: 616-471-3470 
005 Antioch College 
Counseling Service 
795 Livermore Street 





006 Appalachian State Univ. 
Counseling & Psych. Services 





007 Auburn University 
Assessment/Counseling Service 
118 Foy Union 





008 Austin College 
Counseling Center 
Sherrnan,TX 75090 




009 Austin Peay State Univ. 
Student Development Center 
P.O. Box 4728 





010 Azusa Pacific University 
University Counseling Center 
901 E. Alosta Ave. 
P.O. Box7000 




011 Baldwin Wallace College 
Counseling Center 
275 Eastland Road 
Berea, OH 44017 




012 Ball State University 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
Lucina Hall315 
Muncie, IN 47304 




013 Barat College 
Counseling Center 
700 E. Westleigh Road 





014 Baylor University 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box 97060 





015 Beaver College 
Counseling Center· 
Church & Easton Aves.· 





016 Bellarmine College 
Counseling Center 
2001 Newburg Road 
Louisville, KY 40205 
Myrna L. Boland 
Phone: 502-452-8151 
Fax: 502-452-8050 
017 Belleville Area College 
Counseling Center 
2500 Carlyle Ave. 




018 Benedict College 
Counseling Center 
Box 74- 1600 Harding Street 
Columbia, SC 29204 
Mildred M. Knighter 
Phone: 803-253-5271 
019 Benedictine College 
Counseling Center 
1020 North 2nd St. 
Atchison, KS 66002 
Kerry A. Marvin 
Phone: 913-367-5340 ext 2621 
Fax: 913-367-1049 , 
kmarvin@ raven.benedictine.edu 
020 Bentley College 
Counseling Service 
175 Forest Street 





021 Berea College 
Counseling Center 
CPO 2310 
Berea, KY 40404 
DiSmilo-Morgan 
Phone: 606-986-9341 
022 Berklee College of Music 
Counsellng Center 
1140 Boylston Street 





023 Binghamton University 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box6000 






024 Boise State University 
Counseling & Testing Center 
1910 University Drive 





025 Boston College 
Counseling Services 
Gasson Hall - 1 08 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 




026 Boston University 
Counseling Center 
19 Deerfield Street 
Boston, MA 02215 




027 Brigham Young University 
Counseling & Career Center 
2514 ELWC 
Provo, UT 84604 1 




028 Bryant College 
Counseling Services 
1150 Douglas Pike 





029 Bucknell University 
Psychological Services 
Lowry House 
Lewisburg, PA 17837 




030 Butler University 
Counseling Center 
525 W. Hampton Drive 





031 California Lutheran Univ. 
Health & Counseling Services 
60 Olsen Road 





032 CA Polytech State Univ. 
Health & Psych. Services 





033 California State Univ.-NR 
Univ. Counseling Services 
18111 Nordhoff Street 
Northridge, CA 91330-8217 




034 California State Univ.-SJ 
Counseling Center 
ADM 20 One Washington Sq. 





035 California State Univ.-sB 
Psych. Counseling Center 
HC-136 5500 University Parkway 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 




036 Calvin College 
Counseling Center 
3201 Burton S.E. 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49546 




037 Carleton College 
The Wellness Center 





038 Catholic University 
Counseling Center 
126 O'Boyle Hall 





039 Central Michigan University 
Counseling Center 
1 02 Foust Hall 




040 Chatham College 







041 Chicago State University 
Counseling Center 
95th Street at King Drive 
Chicago, IL 60628 
Rosalind Morgan 
Phone: 312-995-3762 
042 Claremont College 
Counseling Center 
735 N. Dartmouth Ave. 
Claremont, CA 91711 
Delores E. Mack 
Phone: 909-621 ~8202 
Fax: 909-621-8482 
043 Clarion University of PA 
Counseling Center 
148 Egbert Hall 
Clarion, PA 16214 




044 Colgate University 
Counseling Center 
13 Oak Drive 
Hamilton, NY 13346 
Mark D. Thompson 
Phone: 315-824-7385 
045 College of Charleston 
Counseling & Psych. Services 





046 College of William & Mary 
Counseling Center 
240 Blow Hall 





047 Colorado State University 
Counseling Center 
C-36 Clark Building 
Fort Collins, CO 80523 






048 Columbus State Univer:sity 
The Counseling Center 
146 DAV 
4225 University Ave. 
Columbus, GA 31907-5645 




049 Creighton University 
Counseling & Psych Services 
2500 California Plaza 





050 Dartmouth College 
· Counseling Center 
7 Rope Ferry Rd 
Dick's House 
Hanover, NH 03755 




051 DePaul University 
Univ. Counseling Services 
2324 Sheffield Ave., Suite 341 
Chicago, IL 60614 




052 DePauw University 
Counseling Center 
Memorial Student Union 





053 Drew University 
Counseling & Psych.l Services 
36 Madison Ave. 
Madison,· NJ 07940 




054 Drury College 
Counseling Center 
900 N Benton 
Springfield, MO 65802 
Ann Nelms 
Phone: 417-865-8731 
055 Duke University 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
Box90955 
Durham, NC 27708-0955 
Jim Clack 
Phone: 919-660-1 000 
Fax: 919-660-1024 
~c3v@acpub.duke.edu 
056 Duquesne University 
Counseling Center 
308 Administration Building 
Pittsburgh, PA 15282 
John E. Nelson 
. Phone: 412-396-6208 
Fax: 412-396-6577 
nelson@duq2.cc.duq.edu 
057 East Carolina Unive~sity 
Counseling Center 
316 Wright Building 
Greenville, NC 27858 




058 East Carolina University 
Student Health - Mental Health 
Svc. 





059 Eastern Illinois University 
Counseling Center 
1711 Seventh Street 





060 Eastern Michigan Univ. 
Counseling Services 
Snow Health Center 





061 Eastern New Mexico Univ. 
Counseling Center 
Station 34 
Portales, NM 88130 
Joan E. Franklin 
Phone: 505-562-2456 
Fax: 505-562-2215 
062 Eastern Washington Univ. 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
526 5th St. MS 96 





063 Eckerd College 
Counseling Center 
4200 54th Ave. South 
St. Petersburg, FL 33711 




064 Edinboro University of PA 
Counseling & Personal Development 
135 McNerney Hall 





065 Elizabethtown College 
Counseling Services 
One Alpha Drive 
Elizabethtown, PA 17022-2298 




066 Elmhurst College 
Counseling Center 
190 Prospect 





067 Emory University 
Counseling Center 
DrawerTT 





068 Fairfield University 
Counseling Services 
N. Benson Road 
Fairfield, CT 06430-5195 




069 Fairleigh Dickinson Univ. - Mad 
Counseling Center 
Madison, NJ 07940 
LonaWhitmarsh 
070 Fairleigh Dickinson Univ.-Tea. 
Wellness Center: Counseling Service 
1000 River Road, T010F 
Teaneck,NJ 07660 
Alice Mills and David Mzdnick 
Phone: 201-692-2174 
Fax: 201·692-2642 
071 Florida Int. University 
Counseling & Psych. Services Ctr. 
GC 211 University Park 





072 Florida State University 
Student Counseling Center 
Tallahassee, FL 32306-2141 




073 Fordham University 
Counseling Center 
226 Dealy Hall 
Bronx, NY 1 0458 
Jeffery T. Dyke 
Phone: 718-817-3725 
Fax: 718-817-3724 
074 Franklin & Marshall College 
Mental Health-Counseling Service 
P.O. Box 3003 
Lancaster, PA 17604-3003 




075 Frostburg State University 
Counseling Center 
Pullen Hall 1 09 





076 Gallaudet University 
Mental Health Center 
800 Florida Avenue NE 




II rush@ galluadet.edu 
077 George Fox University 
Health and Counseling Center 
414 North Meridian 
Newberg, OR 97132 
Bill Buhrow 
bbuhrow@ georgefox.edu 
078 George Mason University 
Counseling Services 
4400 University Drive 





079 George Washington University 
Counseling Center 
2033 K Street NW Suite 330 
Washington, DC 20052 




080 Georgia Institute Technology 
Counseling Center 
Student Services Bldg. 





081 Georgia State University 
Counseling Center 
University Plaza CC-12 





082 Gettysburg College 
Counseling Center 
Box424 
Gettysburg, PA 17325 




083 Glendon College of York Univ. 
Counseling Center . 
2275 Bayview Ave Rm E103 





084 Gonzaga University 
Counseling & Career Assessment 
Spokane, WA 99258-0094 
Maureen Sheridan 
Phone: 509-323-4054 
Fax: · 509-324-5718 
sheridan@gu.gonzaga.edu 
085 Goucher College 
Counseling Center 













087 Grand Valley State University 
Counseling Center 
1 Campus Drive 





088 Hamilton College 
Counseling Center 
198 College Hill Road 
Clinton, NY 13323 




089 Hamline University 
Counseling and Health Services 
1536 Hewitt MS C1908 





090 Hofstra University 
Counseling Center 
Hempstead, NY 11550 




091 Houghton College 
Counseling Services 





092 Illinois State University 
Counseling Center 
Box2420 





093 Indiana State University 
Counseling Center 
527 North Fifth Street 





094 Indiana University 
Counseling Center 
600 N. Jordan Ave. 





095 lona College 
Counseling Center 
715 N. Avenue 







096 Ithaca College 
Counseling Services, Health Ctr. 
101 Hammond Center 





097 Jersey City State College 
Medical & Psych. Services 
54 College Street 




098 Johns Hopkins University 
Counseling & Student Dvt. Ctr. 
Merryman Hall West Wing 





099 Kansas State University 
Counseling Center 
232 Lafene 
Manhattan, KS 66506-3301 




100 Kenyon College 
Health & Counseling Center 
Gambier, OH 43022 




101 Keystone College 
Counseling Center 
POBox 50 
La Plume, PA 18440 
Randy Light 
Phone: 717-945-5141 x.2801 
Fax: 717-945-79n 
rlight@ ptdprolog.net 
102 Kutztown University of PA 
Counseling Center 





1 03 Lawrence University 
Counseling Center 
Box599 
Appleton, WI 54912 
Kathleen F. Fuchs 
Phone: 414-832-657 4 
Fax: 414-832-6884 
kathleen.f.fuchs@lawrence.ed 
104 Lehigh University 
Counseling Service 
36 University Drive 





105 Lewis University 
Counseling Services 
Rt. 53 
Romeoville, IL 60446 
Phone: 815-838-0500 
Fax: 815-838-4614 
106 Lewis and Clark College-OR 
Counseling Center · 
Box 135 
Portland, OR 97219 
John R. Schneider 
Phone: 503-768-7160 
Fax: 503-768-7105 
107 Loras College 
Counseling Center 
1450 Alta Vista 
Dubuque, lA 52004~0178 
Bernadine Curoe 
Phone: 319-588· 7134 
Fax: 319-588·4959 
bcuroe@ loras.edu 
108 Louisiana State University 
Mental Health Service 
Baton Rouge, LA 70808 




109 Louisiana Tech University 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box31nT.S. 





110 Loyola College 
Counseling Center 
4501 N. Charles Street 
Baltimore, MD 21210 




111 Loyola Marymount Univ. 
Counseling Center 
7900 .Loyola Blvd. 





112 Loyola University of Chicago 
Counseling Service 
6525 N. Sheridan Road 




113 Luther College 
Counseling Center 
700 College Drive 





114 Macalster College 
Counseling Center 
1600 Grand Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55105 




115 Mansfield University 
University Counseling Services 
218 South Hall 





116 Marietta College 
younseling Center 
BoxP-39 





117 Massachusetts Cllg of Liberal Arts 
Counseling Center 





118 McGill University 
Counseling Center 
3637 Peel Stree1t 





119 McMaster University 
Centre For Student Development 
409 HamiHon Hall 
Hamilton, ON CANADA L8S 4K1 
Bill Wilkinson 
· Phone: 905-525-9140 ext. 24711 
Fax: 905-528-3749 
wilkins @mcmaster.ca 
120 Medical University of SC 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
171 Ashley Avenue 
Charleston, SC 29425 




121 Memorial Univ. of NF 
University Counseling Centre 
St. John's Newfoundland 




ghurley@ morgan. ucs.mun.ca 
122 Memphis State University 
Center for Student'Development 
111 Scates Hall 





123 Metro State College of Denver 
Counseling Center 
Campus Box5 
P.O. Box 173362 





124 Miami University 
Counseling Center 
B-30 Warfield Hall 
Oxford, OH 45056 




125 Middle Tennessee State Univ. 
Counseling & Testing 
PO Box 53 
Murfreesboro, TN 37132 
M. Jane Tipps 
Phone: 615-898-2670 
Fax: 615-898-2873 
jcovington @a 1.mtsu.edu 
126 Millersville University 
Counseling Center 
Millersville, PA 17551 




127 Millsaps College 
Counseling Center 
PO Box 150435 
Jackson, MS 39210 




128 Mississippi State University 
Counseling Center 
Drawer NL 
Mississippi State, MS 39762 
Leland E. Fager · 
Phone: 601c325-2091 
129 Mt. Holyoke College 
College Couns. Service 





130 Murray State University 
Counseling & Testing Center 
Ordway Hall 





131 Muskingum College 
Counseling Center 
New Concord, OH 43762 
Randell Price 
Phone: 740-826-8091 
· Fax: 7 40-826-8093 
rprice@ muskingum.edu 
132 New Jersey Institute of Tech. 
Counseling Center 
· Martin Luther King Blvd. 





133 New Mexico State University 
Counseling Center, Dept. 3575 
P.O. Box 30001 





134 New York University 
University Counseling Service 
3 Washington Square Village-1M 
New York, NY 10012 




135 North Carolina State-RAL 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box 7312 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
Lee Salter 
136 N. Georgia College & State Univ 
Student Dev'VCounseling 
Dahlonega, GA 30597 
Barbara Wilburn 
Phone: 706-864-1819 
bsbrooks@ nugget.ngc.peachnet. · 
edu 
137 Northeastern University 
Counseling Center 
302 Ell Bldg. 
360 Huntington Ave. 





138 Northern Illinois University 
Counseling & Student Dv't Center 





139 Northern Michigan Univ. 
Counseling Center 
201 Cohodas Admin Bldg. 





140 Northwestern University 
CAPS 
633 Emerson St. 
Evanston, IL 60208-4000 




141 Notre Dame University 
University Counseling Center 





142 Occidental College 
Counseling Center 
1600 Campus Road 





143 Ohio University 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
Hudson Health Center - 3rd Fl. 
Athens, OH 45701 




144 Ohio Wesleyan University 
Counseling Services 
HWCC324 







145 Oklahoma State University 
Counseling Center 
315 Student Union 
Stillwater, OK 74078-0660 




146 Oregon State University 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
Administration Bldg. 322 
Corvallis, OR 97331-2116 




147 Penn State Univ~rsity 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
217 Ritenour Building 





148 Penn State Univ.-Harrisburg 
Counseling Service 
777 W Harrisburg Pike 





149 Pepperdine University 
Counseling Center 
24255 Pacific Coast Hwy -
Mail Code 4210 





150 Princeton University 
Counseling Center 
McCosh Health Center 
Princeton, NJ 08544-1004 




151 Purdue University 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
1826 PSYC 1120 
West Lafayette, IN 47907-1826 




152 Queens College 
Counseling and Advisement 
PH 128 Kissema Blvd .. 






153 Rensselaer Polytech lnst. 
Counseling Center 
110 8th Street 





154 Rhode Island College 
Counseling Center 
Providence, Rl 02908 




155 Rice University 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box 1892 
Houston, TX n251 




156 Rider University 
Counseling Services 
101 Walnut Lane 
Princeton, NJ · 08540 
Carole Christian 
Phone: 609-921-7100 x275 
Fax: 609-921-8829 
157 Rochester Institute of Tech 
Counseling Center 
114 Lomb Memorial Drive 
Rochester, NY 14623 




/ 158 Roger Williams University 
Counseling Center 
1 Old Ferry Road 
Bristol, Rl 02809 




159 Roosevelt University 
Counseling & Testing 
430 S. Michigan Avenue Rm. 852 





160 Rosemont College 
Counseling Center 
Rosemont; PA 19010-1699 
Virginia LaRossa · 
.Phone: 61Q-527"0200 
Fax: 610-527-0341 
161 Rutgers College 
Counseling Center 
50 College Avenue 





162 Salem College 
Student Development Services 
Box 10548 
Winston-Salem, NC 271 08 · 
Suzanne Williams 
Phone: 336-721-2625 
Fax: 336-917-5582 · 
163 Salem State College 
Counseling Center 
224 Meier Hall 
Salem, MA 01970 
Linda S. Jones 
Phone: 978-542-641 0 
Fax: 978-542-7064 
linda. jones @salem.mass.edu 
164 Salisbury State University 
Student Counseling Services 
Camden Avenue 
Salisbury, MD 21801 
Robert J. McBrien 
Phone: 41 0-543-6070 
Fax: 410-5~6910 · 
rjmcbrien@ ssu.edu 
165 Sam Houston State University 
Counseling Services 
P.O. Box2059 











167 School of the Art lnst. of Chicago 
Counseling Services· 
112 S. Michigan 
Chicago, IL 60603 
Joseph Behen 
jbehen@artic.edu 
168 Seattle University 
Counseling Center 
900 Broadway 
Seattle, WA 98122-4340 




169 Siena College 
Counseling Center 
515 Louden Rd. 





170 Simmons College 
Counseling Center 
300 Fenway 






901 S. National Box 128 





172 Sonoma State Univ.-sonoma 
Counseling Center 
Rohnert Park, CA 94928 
Joaquin J. Sanchez 
Phone: 707-664-2153 
joaquin.sanchez@ sonoma.edu 
173 Southeast Missouri State Univ. 
Center for Health and Counseling 
MS 8100 MS 8100 
Cape Girardeau, MO .63701 




174 Southeastern Louisiana Univ. 
Counseling Center 
SLU 310 




· tterrell @selu.edu 
175 Southern Illinois University-Carb 
Counseling Center 
A302 Woody Hall 





176 Southern Illinois Univ. -Edwdsvl 
Counseling Services 
Box 1154 
Edwardsville, IL 62026 
Marvin Peterson 
Phone: 618-692-3388 
1n Southern Methodist Univ. 
Counseling Center 
SMU Box750195 





178 Southern Vermont College 
Counseling Center 
Monument Avenue Ext. 





179 St. Clair College 
Counseling & Health Center 
2000 Talbot Road W 
Windsor, ON CANADA N9A654 
Patricia Hallahan 
Phone: 519-972-2727 x4539 
Fax: 519-972-Q801 
p_hallahan@sccoll.stclairc.on.ca 
180 St Cloud State University 
Counseling Center 
103 Stewart Hall 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 




181 StJohn's University-MN 
Counseling and Career Services 





182 St. Joseph's University 
Counseling Center 
5600 City Avenue 





183 St Lawrence University 
Counseling Services 
Canton, NY 13617 
Jan Lambertz 
184 St Mary's College 
Counseling Center 
165 LeMans Hall 
Notre Dame, IN 46556 




185 St. Mary's College of Maryland 
Counseling Center 





1.86 St. Mary's College-Moraga 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box 52t7 
Moraga, CA 94575-5217 
Sheri Richards 
Phone: 510-631·4364 
187 St. Mary's University 
Counseling Center 
1 Camino Santa Maria . 
San Antonio, TX 78228 
Barbara Hardin 
Phone: 210-436-3135 
Fax: 21 0-431-6706 
bhardin@stmarytx.edu 
188 St. Mary's University of Minnesota 
Counseling Center 
700 Terrace Heights 
Winona, MN 55987 




189 St Olaf College 
Counseling Center 
1520 St. Olaf Ave 





190 Stanford University 
Counseling & Psychological Services 
Cowell Student Health Service 
Stanford, CA 94305-8580 




191 Stonehill College 
Counseling Center 





192 Suffolk University 
Counseling Center 
148 Cambridge Street 







193 SUNY ·Buffalo 
Counseling Center 
120 Richmond Quad 







844 VanHosen Hall 
Cortland, NY 13045 




195 SUNY·New Paltz 
Psychological Counseling Center 
VLC-110 






















735 Anderson Hill Road 







Student Health Center 
Stony Brook, NY 11794-3100 




200 SUNY-Utica College of Tech. 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box3050 




201 SW Texas State University 
Counseling Center 
601 University Drive 





202 Syracuse University 
Counseling Center 
111 WaverlyAve. Suite 006 , 





203 Tarleton State University 
Student Counseling Center 
BoxT-Q240 





204 Tennessee Tech. University 
Counseling Center 
Box5094 
Cookeville, TN 38505 
Peter L. Kranz 
Phone: 615-372-3331 
Fax: 615-372•6335 
205 Texas A & M - Kingsville 
Life Services and Wellness 
Campus Box 112 
Kingsville, TX 78363 




206 Texas Tech University 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box 45008 




207Texas Women's University 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box425350 





208 The College of New Jersey 
Psych. Couseling Services 
P.O. Boxn18 





209 Truman State University 
Univ. Counseling Services 
Kirksville, MO 63501 




21 0 Tufts University 
Counseling Center 
Medford, MA 02155 




211 Tulane University 
Educational Resources & Counseling 
New Orleans, LA 70118 




212 Union University 
Counseling Services 
1050 Union University 
Jackson, TN 38305 




213 United States Naval Academy 
Midshipmen Counseling Ctr. 13 E 
Annapolis, MD 21402-5023 
Paul Schratz 
214 Universite de Sherbrooke 
Service de Psych. et Orient. 
2500 Boul Universite 
Sherbrooke, Quebec.Canada 




215 Univ. of Akron 
Counseling, Testing, & Career Ctr. 
Akron, OH 44325-4303 




216 University of Allabama 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
Box870360 
Russell St. Health Center 
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0360 
Marianne Rosenzweig 
Phone: 205-348-3863 " 
Fax: 205-348-9273 
217 Univ. of Alaska-Fairbanks 
Counseling Center 
Fairbanks, AK 99n5-0440 
John T. Fellerath 
218 Univ. of Arizona 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
Campus Health Center 
PO Box 210063 





219 Univ. of Calgary 
Counseling Center 
2500 University Drive NW . 
Calgary, AB CANADA T2N1N4 




220 Univ. of california-Berkeley 
Counseling & Psych. Seniices 
Tang Center 
2222 Bancroft 





221 Univ. of california-Davis 
Counseling Center 
One Shields Avenue 





222 Univ. of California-LA 
Student Psych. Services 
Box951556 





223 Univ. of California - Riverside 
Counseling Center 
Veitch Student Center NW 
Riverside, CA 92521-0302 




224 Univ. of California-scrz 
Counseling Center 
Cowell Student Health Cente~ 
Santa Cruz, CA 95064 




225 Univ. of Central Arkansas 
Counseling Center 
313 Bernard Hall 
Conway, AR 72032 
M. Ernest Ness 
Phone: 501-450-3138 
eness@mail.uca.edu 
226 Univ. of Central Florida 
Counseling Center 
Box 163170 
Orlando, FL 32816-3170 




227 Univ. of Colorado-Boulder 
Counseling Services ' 
Box 103 





228 Univ. of Dayton 
Counseling Center 
GosigerHall 
Dayton, OH 45469-0910 




229 Univ. of Delaware 
Counseling & Student 
Development 
261 Student Center 
Newark, DE 19716 




230 Univ. of Florida 
Counseling Center 
301 Peabody Hall 
P.O. Box 114100 
Gainesville, FL 32611 




231 Univ. of Georgia 
Counseling & Testing Center 
Clark Howell Hall 
Athens, GA 30602 




232 Univ. of Houston - Clear Lake 
Career & Counseling Services 
2700 Bay Area Blvd. 




233 Univ. of Iowa 
University Counseling Service 
330 Westlawn S. 
Iowa City, lA 52242-1100 
. Gerald Stone 
Phone: 319-335-7294 
Fax: 319-353-7298 · 
gerald-stone@ uiowa.edu 
234 Univ. of Kentucky 
Counseling & Testing Center 
301 Frazee Hall 
Lexington, KY 40506-0031 




235 Univ. of Louisville 
Counseling Center 
2207 S. Brook 





236 Univ. of Maine-Orono 
Counseling Center 
5721 Cutler Health Center 





237 Univ. of Maine-Portland 
Counseling Center 
47 South Maine 
P.O. Box9300 





238 Univ. of Maryland 
Counseling Center 
11 01 Shoemaker Hall 
College Park, MD 20742 




239 Univ. of Massachusetts-Dartmouth 
Counseling Center ' 
N. Dartmouth, MA 02747 
Christine Frizzell 
Phone: 508-999-8650 
Fax: 508-999-9192 · 
CFrizzeii@UMassD.Edu 
240 Unlv. of Melbourne 
Counseling Service 
278 Faraday St. 
·Carlton, Victoria 3053 AUSTRALIA 
Jean Edwards 
241 Univ. of Miami 
Counseling Center 
21-R Merrick Dr. 
P.O. Box248186 







242 Univ. of Michigan -Ann Arbor 
Couns~ling & Psych. Services 
Rm 3100 Michigan Union 
Box546 





243 Univ. of Michigan-Dearborn 
Counseling and Support Services 
1 060 University Mall 
Dearborn, Ml 48128-1491 




244 Univ. of Minnesota-Duluth 
Counseling Center 
Health Services-815 E. 
University Circle 
Duluth, MN 55812-2414 




245 Univ. of Minnesota-Minn. 
Counseling & Consulting Serv. 
200 Eddy Hall 
192 Pillsbury Dr SE 





246 Univ. of Minnesota-Morris 
Student Counseling Center 
235 Behmler Hall 





247 Univ. of Missouri-KC 
Counseling Center 
4825 Troost Suite 205-6 
Kansas City, MO · 6411 0 




248 Univ. of Missouri-Rolla 
Center for Personal & Prof. Dev't 
204 Norwood Hall 





249 Univ. of Missouri-SL 
Counseling Service 
8001 Natural Bridge Road 
St. Louis, MO 63121 
Shanon Beigen 
Phone: 314-553-5711 
250 Univ. of Montana 
Counseling & Psych. Service 
634 Eddy Avenue 
Missoula, MT 59812 




251 Univ. of Nevada-Reno 
Counseling Center 
TSS 206 Mailstop 080 
Reno, NV 89557 




252 Univ. of New England 
Counseling Center 
11 Hills Beach Road 
Biddeford, ME 04005 




253 Univ. of New Hampshire 
The Counseling Center . 
Schofield House 





254 Univ. of New Haven 
Counseling Center 
300 Orange Avenue 




255 Univ. of New Mexico 
Counseling and Therapy Services 
c/o Student Health Center Bldg 
73 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 




256 Univ. of NC-Chapel Hill 
Counseling Center 
101 Nash Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5130 
John W. Edgerly 
Phone: 919-962-3652 
jedgerty@email.unc.edu 
257 University of Nc-Charlotte 
Counseling Center 
9201 University City Blvd., 
Atkins 158 
Charlotte, NC 28223 




258 Univ. of North Dakota 
Counseling Center 
Box9042 
200 McCannell Hall 





259 Univ. of North Florida 
Counseling Center 
Bldg. 2, Room 2068 
Jacksonville, FL 32224 
Theresa M. DiNuzzo 
Phone: 904-620-2602 
Fax: 904-620-1 085 
tdinuzzo@gw.unf.edu 
260 Univ. of Northern Colorado 
Counseling Center 
Gordon Hall 
Greeley, CO 80639 




261 Univ. of Northern Iowa 
Counseling Service 
213 Student Services Center 





262 Univ. of Pacific 
Counseling Center 
3601 Pacific 
Stockton, CA 95211 
Alice Mayall 
263 Univ. of Pittsburgh 
Counseling Service 
334 William Pitt Union 





264 Univ. of Redlands 
Counseling Center 
1200 E. Colton Avenue 
P.O. Box 3080 




265 Univ. of Rhode Island 
Counseling Center 
217 Roosevelt Hall 





266 Univ. of Richmond 
Counseling & Psych Services 
Richmond Hall Room 201 
Richmond, VA 23173 




267 Univ. of Rochester 
Counseling & Mental Health Svc. 
Dewey Hall, Rm 4-160 
P.O. Box 270356 
Rochester, NY 14627-0356 




268 Univ. of San Francisco 
Counseling Center 
Gillson Haii-Grd Floor 
2130 Fulton St. 





269 Univ. ofScranton 
Counseling Center 
Gallery Building Fl. 2F 





270 Univ. of South Alabama 
Counseling & Testing Service 
307 University Blvd. 




271 Univ. of South Carolina 
Counseling & Human Dev't Ctr. 
900 Assembly St. 
Columbia, SC 29208 




272 Univ. of South Dakota 
Counseling Center 
Julian Hall #336 
414 E. Clark 




mstriche@ sunflowr. usd.edu 
273 Univ. of South Florida-Tampa 
Counseling Center 
SVC2124 
Tampa, FL 33620-6970 
William D. Anton 
Phone: 813-974-3598 
wanton @cchd.cfr.usf.edu 
274 Univ. of SW Louisiana 
Counseling Center 
P.O. 44010 
Lafayette, LA 70504-4010 
J. Douglas Blair 
275 Univ. of Southern California 
Counseling Center 
857 W. 36 Place Suite 1 00 
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0051 
Bradford D. King 
Phone: 213-740-7711 
Fax: 213-740-6815 
276 Univ. of St. Thomas-MN 
Counseling Center 
Mail #4019 2115 Summit Ave 
St. Paul, MN 55105 
Jeri Rockett 
Phone: 612-962-6780 
278 Univ. of Tennessee-
. Chattanooga 
Counseling & Career Planning 
Ctr. 
615 McCallie Avenue RM 226 
Chattanooga, TN 37403 
Ray P. Fox 
Phone: 423-755-4438 
Fax: 423-755-5357 
277 Univ. of Tennessee - Martin 
UTM Student Counseling Ctr. 
310 Clement Hall 
Martin, TN 38238 
Amy Johnson 
ahak@utm.edu 
279 Univ. of Texas-Dallas 
Student Counseling Ctr. 
PO Box 830688 SU 20 





280 Univ. of Texas - El Paso 
Univ. Counseling Services 
West Union 104 
El Paso, TX 79968-0623 




281 Univ. of Texas-Medical Branch 
Student/Staff Counseling Center 
301 University Blvd. 




· mcanavan@ utmb.edu 
282 Univ. of Texas-Pan Am. 
Counseling Center 
1201 W. University Drive 
Edinburg, TX 78539 
M. Gloria Ramirez 
Phone: 956-381-2529 
Fax: 956-316-7015 
283 Univ. of Texas-San Antonio 
Counseling Center 
6900 N Loop 1604 W 




284 University of Toledo 
Counseling Center 
2801 W. Bancroft 
Toledo, OH 43606 
B. Jean Haefner 
Phone: 419-530-2426 
Fax: 419-530-7263 
285 University of Tulsa 
Counseling & Psych. Services 
600 S. College Avenue 
Tulsa, OK 74104-3189 




286 Univ. of Utah 
Counseling Center 
201 So. 1460 E .. Rm. 426 
Salt Lake City, UT 84112 
Kari T. Ellingson 
Phone: 801-581-6826 
Fax: 801-585-3034 
287 Univ. of Virginia 
Dept. of Student Health Center for 
Counseling & Psychological Services 
Health Science Center 
Box378 





288 Univ. of Washington 
Student Counseling Center 
Box355830 





289 Univ. of Waterloo 
Counseling Services 
NH 2080 
Waterloo, ON CANADA N2L3G1 





290 Univ. of West Florida 
Counseling· Center 
11000 University Pkwy. 
Pensacola, FL 32514 






291 Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison 
Counseling & Consultation Services 
905 University Ave #401 




rmcgrath @facstaff. wisc.edu 
292 Univ. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
Norris Health Center 
P.O. Box413 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 




293 Univ. of Wisconsin-Oshkosh 
Counseling Center 
201 Dempsey Hall. 
Oshkosh, WI 54901 




294 Univ. of Wisconsin-Platteville 
Univ. Counseling Services 
1 University Plaza 
Platteville, WI 53818-3099 




295 Univ. of Wisconsin-RF 
Counseling Center 
24 Hawthorne Hall 
River Falls, WI 54022 
John B. Hamann 
john.b.hamann@vwrf.edu 
296 Unlv. of Wisconsin-stout 
Counseling Center 
410 Bowman Hall 





297 Utah State University 
Counseling Center . 
Logan, UT 84322-Q115 




298 Valdosta State College 
Counseling Center 
Powell Hall 
Valdosta, GA 31601 




299 Valparaiso University 
Counseling Center 
1500 Laporte Avenue 
Valparaiso, IN 46383 




300 Vanderbilt University 
Psych. & Counseling Center 
Suite 1120 
110 21st Avenue South 
Nashville, TN 37203 
Nicholas Sieveking 
Phone: 615-322-2571 
. Fax: 615-322-1326 
nicholas.sieveking@vanderbilt.el!u 
30.1 Vassar College 
Counseling Service 
Box 27 124 Raymond Ave. 





302 Virginia Commonwealth Univ. 
Counseling Center 
907 Floyd Ave. Rm. 225 
Richmond, VA 232~2525 
John G. "Jack" Corazzini 
Phone: 804-828-6200 
Fax: 804-828-6099 
jcora@ saturn. vcu.edu 
303 Virginia Tech. 
Counseling Center 
152 Henderson Hall 




304 Wake Forest University 
University Counseling Center 
. Box 7838 Reynolda Station 





305 Washington State Univ. 
Student Counseling Center 
280 Lighty Building 





306 Washington Unlv.- St. Louis 
Counseling Center 
Box 1053 
One Brookings Drive 





307 Wayne State College-NEB 
Counseling Center 





308 Waynesburg College 
Counseling Center 
51 W. College Street 





309 Weber State University 
Counseling & Psych Services 
1114 University Circle 





310 West New Mexico State University 
Univ. Counseling Services 
P.O. Box680 





311 West Virginia University 
Carruth Center for Counseling & 
Psych. Services 
P.O. Box 6422 





312 Western carolina Univ. 
Counseling & Psych . 
Services Center 
Scott Bldg. 





313 Western Illinois University 
Counseling Center 
Memorial Hall 





314 Western Kentucky Univ. 
Counseling Services 
409 Potter Hall 





315 Western Michigan Univ. 
Counseling Center 
2510 Faunce Stud. Serv. Bldg 
Kalamazoo, Ml 49008 








Gunnison, CO 81231 
Stephen Craig 
317 Western Washington Univ. 
Counseling Center 
MS9052 
Bellingham, WA 98225-9052 




318 Whitman College 
Counseling Center 
345 Boyer 
Walla Walla, WA 99362 




319 Whittier College 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box634 
Whittier, CA 90608 
Jane C. Parnes 
Phone: 562·907-4239 
jpames@whittier.edu 
320 Widener University 
Counseling Center 
Chester, PA 19013 




321 Williamette University 
Counseling & Health Services 
900 State Street 
Salem, OR 97301 




322 Wittenberg University 
Health & Counseling Center 
P.O. Box720 






323 W.orchester Polytech lnst. 
Counseling & Student Dev't Ctr. 
157 West Street 






613 Davis Hall 
Montgomery, WV 25136 
Elizabeth Ann Neese 
Phone: 304-442-3090 
Fax: 304-442-3245 
325 Youngstown State Univ. 
Counseling Center 
Youngstown, OH 44555 
Robert A. Rando 
Phone: 330-742-3057 
Fax: 330-742-3322 
rrando@cc.ysu.edu 
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